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Abstract
We study a class of separable sample covariance matrices of the form rQ1 :“ rA1{2X rBX˚ rA1{2. HererA and rB are positive definite matrices whose spectrums consist of bulk spectrums plus several spikes,
i.e. larger eigenvalues that are separated from the bulks. Conceptually, we call rQ1 a spiked separable
covariance matrix model. On the one hand, this model includes the spiked covariance matrix as a special
case with rB “ I . On the other hand, it allows for more general correlations of datasets. In particular,
for spatio-temporal dataset, rA and rB represent the spatial and temporal correlations, respectively.
In this paper, we study the outlier eigenvalues and eigenvectors, i.e. the principal components, of the
spiked separable covariance model rQ1. We prove the convergence of the outlier eigenvalues rλi and the
generalized components (i.e. xv, rξiy for any deterministic vector v) of the outlier eigenvectors rξi with
optimal convergence rates. Moreover, we also prove the delocalization of the non-outlier eigenvectors.
We state our results in full generality, in the sense that they also hold near the so-called BBP transition
and for degenerate outliers. Our results highlight both the similarity and difference between the spiked
separable covariance matrix model and the spiked covariance model matrix in [8]. In particular, we show
that the spikes of both rA and rB will cause outliers of the eigenvalue spectrum, and the eigenvectors can
help to select the outliers that correspond to the spikes of rA (or rB).
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1 Introduction
High-dimensional data obtained at space-time points has been increasingly employed in various scientific
fields, such as geophysical and environmental sciences [32, 36], wireless communications [28, 52, 54], medical
imaging [49] and financial economics [41, 42, 59]. The structural assumption of separability is a popular
assumption in the analysis of spatio-temporal data. Although this assumption does not allow for space-time
interactions in the covariance matrix, in many real data applications (for instance the study of Irish wind
speed [24]), the covariance matrix can be well approximated using separable covariance matrices by solving
a nearest Kronecker product for a space-time covariance matrix problem (NKPST) [23].
Consider a pˆ n data matrix Y of the form
Y “ rA1{2X rB1{2, (1.1)
whereX “ pxijq is a pˆn random matrix with independent entries such that Exij “ 0 and E|xij |2 “ n´1, andrA and rB are respectively pˆ p and nˆ n deterministic positive-definite matrices. We say Y has a separable
covariance structure because the joint spatio-temporal covariance of Y , viewed as an pnpq-dimensional vector
consisting of the columns of Y stacked on top of one another, is given by a separable form rA b rB, where
b denotes the Kronecker product. This model has different names and meanings in different fields. For
example, in wireless communications [28, 52, 54], especially for the multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO)
systems, the rA and rB represent the covariances between the receiver antennas and between the transmitter
antennas, respectively. Also, Y is called the doubly-heteroscedastic noise in [35] for matrix denoising and
the separable idiosyncratic part in factor model [41]. However, as a convention, in this paper we always say
that the row indices of Y correspond to spatial locations while the column indices correspond to time points.
Moreover, we shall call rA and rB as spatial and temporal covariance matrices, respectively. In this paper, we
are mainly interested in the so-called separable sample covariance matrix rQ1 :“ Y Y ˚ for the above separable
data model Y .
One special case of the separable covariance matrix is the classic sample covariance matrix with rB “ In,
which has been a central object of study in multivariate statistics. In the null case with rA “ Ip, it is well-
known that the empirical spectral distribution (ESD) of rQ1 converges to the celebrated Marchenko-Pastur
(MP) law [37], whose rightmost edge λr gives the asymptotic location of the largest eigenvalue. Later on
the convergence result of the ESD is extended to various settings with general positive definite covariance
matrices rA; we refer the readers to the monograph [3] and the review paper [46]. For the extremal eigenvalues,
it was proved in a series of papers that under an n2{3 scaling, the distribution of the largest eigenvalue λ1
around λr converges to the Tracy-Widom distribution [50, 51]. This result is commonly referred to as the
edge universality, in the sense that it is independent of the detailed distribution of the entries of X . The
Tracy-Widom distribution of the extremal eigenvalue was first proved in [26] for sample covariance matrices
with rA “ Ip and Gaussian X (i.e. the entries of X are i.i.d. Gaussian), whereas the edge universality for
X with generally distributed entries was proved later in [48]. When rA is a general non-scalar matrix, the
Tracy-Widom distribution for the extremal eigenvalues was first proved for the case with i.i.d. Gaussian
X in [17, 40]; the edge universality was later proved under various moment assumptions on the entries
xij [5, 14, 30, 34]. Finally, for the (non-outlier) sample eigenvectors, the completely delocalization [30, 43],
quantum unique ergodicity [8], distribution of the eigenvector components [13] and convergence of eigenvector
empirical spectral distribution [56] have been constructed.
In the statistical study of sample covariance matrices, a popular model is the Johnstone’s spiked co-
variance matrix model [26]. In this model, a few spikes, i.e., eigenvalues detached from the bulk eigenvalue
spectrum, are added to rA. Since the seminal work of Baik, Ben Arous and Pe´che´ [4], it is now well-understood
that the extremal eigenvalues undergo a so-called BBP transition along with the change of the strength of
the spikes. Roughly speaking, there is a critical value such that the following properties hold: if the strength
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of the spike is smaller than the critical value, then the extremal eigenvalue of the spiked sample covariance
matrix will stick to the right endpoint of the bulk eigenvalue spectrum (and hence is not an outlier), and the
corresponding sample eigenvector will be delocalized; otherwise, if the strength of the spike is larger than the
critical value, then the associated eigenvalue will jump out of the bulk eigenvalue spectrum, and the outlier
sample eigenvector will be concentrated on a cone with axis parallel to the population eigenvector with an
(almost) deterministic aperture. For an extensive overview of such results, we refer the reader to [8, 11, 45] .
One purpose of this paper is to generalize some important results for sample and spiked covariance
matrices to the more general separable and spiked separable covariance matrices. The convergence of the
ESD of separable covariance matrices to a limiting law were shown in [47, 53, 60]. The edge universality and
delocalization of eigenvectors have been proved by the second author [58] for separable covariance matrices
without spikes on rA and rB. The convergence of VESD of separable covariance matrices was proved in [57],
which is an extension of the result in [56]. Then the main goal of this paper is to study the outlier eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of separable covariance matrices with spikes on both the spatial and temporal covariance
matrices rA and rB, which we shall refer to as the spiked separable covariance matrices. The precise definition
is given in Section 2.1. Roughly speaking, to define a general spiked separable covariance model, we first
introduce the reference matrixQ1 “ A1{2XBX˚A1{2, where A and B are covariance matrices without spikes.
Then the spiked covariance matrices rA and rB are finite rank perturbations of A and B, respectively; see the
model in (2.7) and (2.8).
In this paper, we derive precise large deviation estimates on the outlier eigenvalues and the generalized
components of the outlier eigenvectors. In particular, our results give both the first order limits and the
(almost) optimal rates of convergence of the relevant quantities. We now briefly describe our results. LetrA “ řpi“1 rσai vai pvai q˚ and rB “ řnµ“1 rσbµvbµpvbµq˚ be the eigendecomposition of rA and rB, respectively, where
we label the eigenvalues in descending order. We assume that the spiked eigenvalues are trσai uri“1 and trσbµusµ“1,
where r and s are some fixed integers. Then there exist a threshold ℓa (or ℓb) such that rσai (or rσbµ) gives
rise to outliers of rQ1 if and only if rσai ą ℓa (or rσbµ ą ℓb). Moreover, the outlier lies around a fixed location
determined by the spike rσai (or rσbµ); see Theorem 2.12. If rσai ´ ℓa " n´1{3 or rσbj ´ ℓb " n´1{3, i.e. the spike
is supercritical, then the outlier will be well-separated from the bulk spectrum (which is also the eigenvalue
spectrum of the reference matrix Q1) and can be detected readily. As in [4], a BBP transition occurs at the
scale n´1{3. For 0 ă rσai ´ ℓa ! n´1{3 or 0 ă rσbj ´ ℓb ! n´1{3, i.e. the spike is subcritical, the corresponding
“outlier” cannot be distinguished from the bulk spectrum and will instead stick to the right-most edge of the
bulk spectrum up to some random fluctuation of order Opn´2{3q. The rest of the non-outlier eigenvalues will
stick to the eigenvalues of Q1; see Theorem 2.13. Next for the sample eigenvector of rQ1 that is associated
with the outlier caused by the spike rσai , we show that it is concentrated on a cone with axis parallel to
the population eigenvector vai with an explicit aperture determined by rσai . On the other hand, the sample
eigenvector of rQ1 that is associated with the spike rσbµ is delocalized. Similar results hold for the right singular
vectors of Y , i.e. the eigenvectors of rQ2 :“ rB1{2X˚ rAX rB1{2, by switching the roles of rA and rB. Finally, for
the non-spiked singular vectors, we proved that they are delocalized. We point out that our results are in
the same spirit as the ones for deformed Wigner matrix [29], deformed rectangular matrix [6, 12] and spiked
covariance matrices [8, 11, 45]. Also we would like to remark that we prove these results in full generality,
even near the BBP transition point and for the cases with degenerate or near-degenerate outliers.
The information from sample singular vectors is very important in the estimation of spiked separable
covariance matrices. For example, one important parameter to estimate is the number of spikes. For spiked
separable covariance matrices, the outliers have two different origins from either rA or rB. Hence we need
to estimate the number of spikes for each of them. In the literature of spiked covariance matrices [44], the
number of spikes is estimated using statistic constructed from eigenvalues only. However, this only gives an
estimation of the total number of spikes. To distinguish the two types of spikes, we also need to utilize the
information from singular vectors. This will be discussed in detail in Section 3.
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Before concluding the introduction, we summarize the main contributions of our work.
(i) We introduce the spiked separable covariance matrix model; see (2.12). It allows more general covari-
ance structure and is suitable for the spatio-temporal data analysis with possible spikes in both space
and time.
(ii) For both supercritical and subcritical spikes, we obtain the first order limits of the corresponding
outliers and the generalized components of the associated eigenvectors. Moreover, our results provide
a precise rate of convergence, which we believe to be optimal up to some nε factor. These results are
presented in Theorem 2.12 and Theorem 2.15.
(iii) We prove large deviation bounds for the non-outlier eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In particular, we
prove that the non-outlier eigenvalues will stick with those of the reference matrix. Moreover, the non-
outlier eigenvectors near the spectrum edge will be biased in the direction of the population eigenvectors
of the subcritical spikes. These results are presented in Theorem 2.13 and Theorem 2.19.
(iv) We address two important issues in the estimation of spiked separable covariance matrices. First, we
provide statistics to estimate the number of spikes for rA and rB. In particular, we will show that the
eigenvectors are important for us to separate the outliers from the spikes of rA and those from the
spikes of rB. Second, we obtain the optimal shrinkage for the eigenvalues, which is adaptive to the data
matrix only. These are discussed in Section 3.
Finally, to have a complete description of the principal components, we still need to consider the second
order asymptotics, i.e. the limiting distribution of the outlier eigenvalues and eigenvectors. This will be the
subject of future research.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the spiked separable covariance matrix and
state the main results. In Section 3, we address two important issues regarding the statistical estimation of
the proposed spiked separable covariance matrices. In Section 4, we collect some basic tools for the proofs
of the main results. The results on the eigenvalues are proved in Section 5, and the results on the outlier
and non-outlier eigenvectors are proved in Section 6 and Section 7, respectively.
Conventions. The fundamental large parameter is n and we always assume that p is comparable to and
depends on n. We use C to denote a generic large positive constant, whose value may change from one line
to the next. Similarly, we use ε, τ , c, etc. to denote generic small positive constants. If a constant depend
on a quantity a, we use Cpaq or Ca to indicate this dependence. For two quantities an and bn depending on
n, the notation an “ Opbnq means that |an| ď C|bn| for some constant C ą 0, and an “ opbnq means that
|an| ď cn|bn| for some positive sequence cn Ó 0 as nÑ8. We also use the notations an À bn if an “ Opbnq,
and an „ bn if an “ Opbnq and bn “ Opanq. For a matrix A, we use }A} :“ }A}l2Ñl2 to denote the operator
norm; for a vector v “ pviqni“1, }v} ” }v}2 stands for the Euclidean norm. For a matrix A and a number
a ą 0, we write A “ Opaq if }A} “ Opaq. In this paper, we often write an identity matrix of any dimension
as I or 1 without causing any confusions.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Zhou Fan and Edgar Dobriban for some helpful
discussions.
2 Definitions and main results
2.1 Spiked separable covariance matrices
We consider a class of separable sample covariance matrices of the form Q1 :“ A1{2XBX˚A1{2, where A and
B are deterministic non-negative definite symmetric (or Hermitian) matrices. Note that A and B are not
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necessarily diagonal. We assume that X “ pxijq is a pˆ n random matrix, where the entries xij , 1 ď i ď p,
1 ď j ď n, are real or complex independent random variables satisfying
Exij “ 0, E|xij |2 “ n´1. (2.1)
For definiteness, in this paper we focus on the real case, i.e. the random variables xij are real. However, we
remark that our proof can be applied to the complex case after minor modifications if we assume in addition
that Rexij and Imxij are independent centered random variables with variance p2nq´1. We also assume
that the random variables xij have arbitrarily high moments, in the sense that for any fixed k P N, there is
a constant µk ą 0 such that
max
i,j
`
E|xij |k
˘1{k ď µkn´1{2, (2.2)
for all n. We will also use the n ˆ n matrix Q2 :“ B1{2X˚AXB1{2. We denote the eigenvalues of Q1 and
Q2 in descending order by λ1pQ1q ě . . . ě λppQ1q and λ1pQ2q ě . . . ě λnpQ2q. Since Q1 and Q2 share the
same nonzero eigenvalues, we will simply write λj , 1 ď j ď p^ n, to denote the j-th eigenvalue of both Q1
and Q2 without causing any confusion.
We shall consider the high-dimensional setting in this paper. More precisely, we assume that there exists
a constant 0 ă τ ă 1 such that the aspect ratio dn :“ p{n satisfies
τ ď dn ď τ´1 for all n. (2.3)
We assume that A and B have eigendecompositions
A “ V aΣapV aq˚, B “ V bΣbpV bq˚, Σa “ diagpσa1 , . . . , σap q, Σb “ diagpσb1, . . . , σbnq, (2.4)
where
V a “ pva1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,vapq, V b “ pvb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,vbnq.
We denote the empirical spectral distributions (ESD) of A and B by
πA ” πppqA :“
1
p
pÿ
i“1
δσa
i
, πB ” πpnqB :“
1
n
nÿ
i“1
δσb
i
. (2.5)
We assume that there exists a small constant 0 ă τ ă 1 such that for all n large enough,
maxtσa1 , σb1u ď τ´1, max
!
π
ppq
A pr0, τ sq, πpnqB pr0, τ sq
)
ď 1´ τ. (2.6)
Note the first condition means that the operator norms of A and B are bounded by τ´1, and the second
condition means that the spectrums of A and B cannot concentrate at zero.
In this paper, we study spiked separable sample covariance matrices, which can be realized through a
low rank perturbation of the non-spiked version. We shall assume that Q1 is a separable sample covariance
matrix without spikes (see Assumption 2.5 below). To add spikes, we follow the setup in [11] and assume
that there exist some fixed intergers r, s P N and constants dai , 1 ď i ď r, and dbµ, 1 ď µ ď s, such that
rA “ V arΣapV aq˚, rB “ V brΣbpV bq˚, rΣa “ diagprσa1 , . . . , rσap q, rΣb “ diagprσb1, . . . , rσbnq, (2.7)
where
rσai “
#
σai p1` dai q, 1 ď i ď r
σai , otherwise
, rσbµ “
#
σbµp1` dbµq, 1 ď µ ď s
σbµ otherwise
. (2.8)
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Without loss of generality, we assume that we have reordered indices such that
rσa1 ě rσa2 ě . . . ě rσap ě 0 , rσb1 ě rσb2 ě . . . ě rσbn ě 0 . (2.9)
Moreover, we assume that
maxtrσa1 , rσb1u ď τ´1. (2.10)
With (2.7) and (2.8), we can write
rA “ A´1`V ao DapVoaq˚¯ “ ´1`VoaDapVoaq˚¯A, rB “ B´1`VobDbpV bo q˚¯ “ ´1`VobDbpV bo q˚¯B, (2.11)
where
Da “ diagpda1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , darq, V ao “ pva1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ ,var q, Db “ diagpdb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , dbsq, V bo “ pvb1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,vbsq.
Then we define the spiked separable sample covariance matrices asrQ1 “ rA1{2X rBX˚ rA1{2, rQ2 “ rB1{2X˚ rAX rB1{2. (2.12)
We summarize our basic assumptions here for future reference.
Assumption 2.1. We assume that X is a pˆn random matrix with real entries satisfying (2.1) and (2.2),
A and B are deterministic non-negative definite symmetric matrices satisfying (2.4) and (2.6), rA and rB
are deterministic non-negative definite symmetric matrices satisfying (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10), and dn
satisfies (2.3).
2.2 Resolvents and limiting laws
In this paper, we study the eigenvalue statistics of Q1,2 and rQ1,2 through their resolvents (or Green’s
functions). Throughout the paper, we shall denote the upper half complex plane and the right half real line
by
C` :“ tz P C : Im z ą 0u, R` :“ r0,8q.
Definition 2.2 (Resolvents). For z “ E ` iη P C`, we define the following resolvents as
G1,2pX, zq :“ pQ1,2pXq ´ zq´1 , rG1,2pX, zq :“ ´ rQ1.2pXq ´ z¯´1 . (2.13)
We denote the ESD ρppq of Q1 and its Stieltjes transform as
ρ ” ρppq :“ 1
p
pÿ
i“1
δλipQ1q, mpzq ” mpnqpzq :“
ż
1
x´ z ρ
ppqpdxq “ 1
p
TrG1pzq. (2.14)
We also introduce the following quantities:
m1pzq ” mpnq1 pzq :“
1
n
Tr pAG1pzqq , m2pzq ” mpnq2 pzq :“
1
n
Tr pBG2pzqq . (2.15)
It was shown in [47] that if dn Ñ d P p0,8q and πppqA , πpnqB converge to certain probability distributions,
then almost surely ρppq converges to a deterministic distributions ρ8. We now describe it through its Stieltjes
transform
m8pzq :“
ż
R
ρ8pdxq
x´ z , z P C`.
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For any finite n, p “ ndn and z P C`, we define pmpnq1c pzq,mpnq2c pzqq P C2` as the unique solution to the system
of self-consistent equations
m
pnq
1c pzq “ dn
ż
x
´z
”
1` xmpnq2c pzq
ıπppqA pdxq, mpnq2c pzq “ ż x´z ”1` xmpnq1c pzqıπpnqB pdxq. (2.16)
Then we define
mcpzq ” mpnqc pzq :“
ż
1
´z
”
1` xmpnq2c pzq
ıπppqA pdxq. (2.17)
It is easy to verify that mcpzq P C` for z P C`. Letting η Ó 0, we can obtain a probability measure ρpnqc with
the inverse formula
ρpnqc pEq “ lim
ηÓ0
1
π
Immpnqc pE ` iηq. (2.18)
If dn Ñ d P p0,8q and πppqA , πpnqB converge to certain probability distributions, then mpnqc also converges and
we have
m8pzq :“ lim
nÑ8m
pnq
c pzq, z P C`.
Letting η Ó 0, we can recover the asymptotic eigenvalue density ρ8 with
ρ8pEq “ lim
ηÓ0
1
π
Imm8pE ` iηq. (2.19)
It is also easy to see that ρ8 is the weak limit of ρ
pnq
c .
The above definitions of m
pnq
c , ρ
pnq
c , m8 and ρ8 make sense due to the following theorem. Throughout
the rest of this paper, we often omit the super-indices ppq and pnq from our notations for simplicity.
Theorem 2.3 (Existence, uniqueness, and continuous density). For any z P C`, there exists a unique
solution pm1c,m2cq P C2` to the systems of equations in (2.16). The function mc in (2.17) is the Stieltjes
transform of a probability measure µc supported on R`. Moreover, µc has a continuous derivative ρcpxq on
p0,8q.
Proof. See [60, Theorem 1.2.1], [25, Theorem 2.4] and [10, Theorem 3.1].
From (2.16), it is easy to see that if we define the function
fpz,mq :“ ´m`
ż
x
´z ` xdn
ş
t
1`tmπApdtq
πBpdxq, (2.20)
then m2cpzq can be characterized as the unique solution to the equation fpz,mq “ 0 that satisfies Imm ą 0
for z P C`, and m1cpzq can be defined using the first equation in (2.16). Moreover, m1,2cpzq are the Stieltjes
transforms of densities ρ1,2c:
ρ1,2cpEq “ lim
ηÓ0
1
π
Imm1,2cpE ` iηq.
Then we have the following result.
Lemma 2.4. The densities ρc and ρ1,2c all have the same support on p0,8q, which is a union of intervals:
supp ρc X p0,8q “ supp ρ1,2c X p0,8q “
Lď
k“1
ra2k, a2k´1s X p0,8q, (2.21)
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where L P N depends only on πA,B. Moreover, px,mq “ pak,m2cpakqq are the real solutions to the equations
fpx,mq “ 0, and BfBm px,mq “ 0. (2.22)
Finally, we have a1 “ Op1q, m1cpa1q P pp´rσb1q´1, 0q and m2cpa1q P pp´rσa1 q´1, 0q.
Proof. See Section 3 of [10].
We shall call ak the spectral edges. In particular, we focus on the rightmost edge λr :“ a1. Now we
make the following assumption. It guarantees a regular square-root behavior of the spectral densities ρ1,2c
near λr and rules out the existence of spikes.
Assumption 2.5. There exists a constant τ ą 0 such that
1`m1cpλrqσb1 ě τ, 1`m2cpλrqσa1 ě τ. (2.23)
Under this assumption, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.6 (Lemma 2.6 of [58]). Under the assumptions (2.3), (2.6) and (2.23), there exist constants
a1,2 ą 0 such that
ρ1,2cpλr ´ xq “ a1,2x1{2 `Opxq, x Ó 0, (2.24)
and
m1,2cpzq “ m1,2cpλrq ` πa1,2pz ´ λrq1{2 `Op|z ´ λr|q, z Ñ λr, Im z ě 0. (2.25)
The estimates (2.24) and (2.25) also hold for ρc and mc with different constants.
2.3 Main results
In this section, we state the main results on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of rQ1 and rQ2. Throughout
this paper, we use the words spikes and spiked eigenvectors for those of the population matrices rA and rB.
Meanwhile, we shall use the words outlier eigenvalues and eigenvectors for those of the separable covariance
matrices rQ1 and rQ2.
We will see that a spike rσai , 1 ď i ď r, or rσbµ, 1 ď µ ď s, causes an outlier eigenvalue beyond λr, if
rσai ą ´m´12c pλrq or rσbµ ą ´m´11c pλrq. (2.26)
Moreover, such an outlier is around a deterministic location
θ1prσai q :“ g2c `´prσai q´1˘ or θ2prσbµq :“ g1c `´prσbµq´1˘ , (2.27)
where g1c and g2c are the inverse functions of m1c : pλr,8q Ñ pm1cpλrq, 0q and m2c : pλr,8q Ñ pm2cpλrq, 0q,
respectively. Note that the inverse functions exist because
m1,2cpxq “
ż λr
0
ρ1,2cptq
t´ x dt, x ą λr, (2.28)
are monotonically increasing functions of x for x ą λr.
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Assumption 2.7. We assume that (2.26) holds for all 1 ď i ď r and 1 ď µ ď s. Otherwise, if (2.26) fails
for some rσai or rσbµ, we can simply redefine it as the unperturbed version σai or σbµ. Moreover, we define the
integers 0 ď r` ď r and 0 ď s` ď s such thatrσai ě ´m´12c pλrq ` n´1{3 if and only if 1 ď i ď r`, (2.29)
and rσbµ ě ´m´11c pλrq ` n´1{3 if and only if 1 ď µ ď s`. (2.30)
The lower bound n´1{3 is chosen for definiteness, and it can be replaced with any n-dependent parameter ψ
such that ψ „ n´1{3.
Remark 2.8. A spike rσai or rσbµ that does not satisfy (2.29) or (2.30) will give an outlier that lies within
an Opn´2{3q neighborhood of the rightmost edge λr. It is essentially indistinguishable from the extremal
eigenvalue of Q1, which has typical fluctuation of order n
´2{3 around λr. Hence in (2.29) and (2.30), we
simply choose the “real” spikes of rA and rB.
We will use the following notion of stochastic domination, which was first introduced in [19] and sub-
sequently used in many works on random matrix theory, such as [7, 8, 9, 20, 21, 30]. It simplifies the
presentation of the results and their proofs by systematizing statements of the form “ξ is bounded by ζ with
high probability up to a small power of n”.
Definition 2.9 (Stochastic domination). (i) Let
ξ “
´
ξpnqpuq : n P N, u P U pnq
¯
, ζ “
´
ζpnqpuq : n P N, u P U pnq
¯
be two families of nonnegative random variables, where U pnq is a possibly n-dependent parameter set. We
say ξ is stochastically dominated by ζ, uniformly in u, if for any fixed (small) ε ą 0 and (large) D ą 0,
sup
uPUpnq
P
´
ξpnqpuq ą nεζpnqpuq
¯
ď n´D
for large enough n ě n0pε,Dq, and we shall use the notation ξ ă ζ. Throughout this paper, the stochastic
domination will always be uniform in all parameters that are not explicitly fixed (such as matrix indices, and
z that takes values in some compact set). Note that n0pε,Dq may depend on quantities that are explicitly
constant, such as τ in Assumption 2.1 and (2.23). If for some complex family ξ we have |ξ| ă ζ, then we
will also write ξ ă ζ or ξ “ Oăpζq.
(ii) We extend the definition of Oăp¨q to matrices in the weak operator norm sense as follows. Let A be a
family of random matrices and ζ be a family of nonnegative random variables. Then A “ Oăpζq means that
|xv, Awy| ă ζ}v}2}w}2 uniformly in any deterministic vectors v and w. Here and throughout the following,
whenever we say “uniformly in any deterministic vectors”, we mean that “uniformly in any deterministic
vectors belonging to a set of cardinality nOp1q”.
(iii) We say an event Ξ holds with high probability if for any constant D ą 0, PpΞq ě 1 ´ n´D for large
enough n.
The following lemma collects basic properties of stochastic domination ă, which will be used tacitly in
the proof.
Lemma 2.10 (Lemma 3.2 in [7]). Let ξ and ζ be families of nonnegative random variables.
(i) Suppose that ξpu, vq ă ζpu, vq uniformly in u P U and v P V . If |V | ď nC for some constant C, thenř
vPV ξpu, vq ă
ř
vPV ζpu, vq uniformly in u.
(ii) If ξ1puq ă ζ1puq and ξ2puq ă ζ2puq uniformly in u P U , then ξ1puqξ2puq ă ζ1puqζ2puq uniformly in u.
(iii) Suppose that Ψpuq ě n´C is deterministic and ξpuq satisfies Eξpuq2 ď nC for all u. Then if
ξpuq ă Ψpuq uniformly in u, we have Eξpuq ă Ψpuq uniformly in u.
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To state our result on the outlier eigenvalues, we first introduce the following labelling of such outliers.
Definition 2.11. We define the labelling functions α : t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pu Ñ N and β : t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , nu Ñ N as follows.
For any 1 ď i ď r, we assign to it a label αpiq P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r ` su if θ1prσai q is the αpiq-th largest element in
tθ1prσai quri“1 Y tθ2prσbµqusµ“1. We also assign to any 1 ď µ ď s a label βpµq P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , r ` su in a similar way.
Moreover, we define αpiq “ i ` s if i ą r and βpµq “ µ` r if µ ą s. We define the following sets of outlier
indices:
O :“ tαpiq : 1 ď i ď ru Y tβpµq : 1 ď µ ď su, O` :“ tαpiq : 1 ď i ď r`u Y tβpµq : 1 ď µ ď s`u.
We first state the results on the locations of the outliers and the first few non-outlier eigenvalues. Denote
the nontrivial eigenvalues of rQ1,2 by rλ1 ě rλ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě rλn^p. For 1 ď i ď r and 1 ď µ ď s, we define
∆1prσai q :“ `rσai `m´12c pλrq˘1{2 , ∆2prσbµq :“ `rσbµ `m´11c pλrq˘1{2 . (2.31)
Theorem 2.12. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1, 2.5 and 2.7 hold. Then we haveˇˇˇrλαpiq ´ θ1prσai qˇˇˇ ă n´1{2∆1prσai q, 1 ď i ď r`, (2.32)
and ˇˇˇrλβpµq ´ θ2prσbµqˇˇˇ ă n´1{2∆2prσbµq, 1 ď µ ď s`. (2.33)
Furthermore, for any fixed ̟ ą r ` s, we have
|rλi ´ λr| ă n´2{3, for i R O` and i ď ̟. (2.34)
The above theorem gives the large deviation bounds for the locations of the outlier and the first few
extremal non-outlier eigenvalues. Note that Theorem 2.12 shows that the fluctuation of the outlier changes
from the order n´1{2∆1prσai q to n´2{3 when ∆1prσai q or ∆2prσbµq crosses the scale n´1{6. This implies the
occurrence of the BBP transition [4]. In a future work, we will show that under certain assumptions, the
outlier eigenvalues are normally distributed, whereas the extremal non-outlier eigenvalues follow the Tracy-
Widom law.
Next, we study the non-outlier eigenvalues of rQ1. We prove that the eigenvalues of rQ1 for i ą r` ` s`
are governed by eigenvalue sticking, which states that the non-outlier eigenvalues of rQ1 “stick” with high
probability to the eigenvalues of the reference matrix Q1. Recall that we denote the eigenvalues of Q1 as
λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λp^n.
Theorem 2.13. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1, 2.5 and 2.7 hold. We define
α` :“ min
"
min
i
ˇˇrσai `m´12c pλrqˇˇ ,min
µ
ˇˇrσbµ `m´11c pλrqˇˇ* . (2.35)
Fix any sufficiently small constant τ ą 0. We have that for 1 ď i ď τn,ˇˇˇrλi`r`s ´ λi ˇˇˇ ă 1
nα`
` n´3{4 ` i1{3n´5{6. (2.36)
If either (a) the third moments of the entries of X vanish in the sense that
Ex3ij “ 0, 1 ď i ď p, 1 ď j ď n, (2.37)
or (b) either A or B is diagonal, then we have the stronger estimateˇˇˇrλi`r`s ´ λi ˇˇˇ ă 1
nα`
, 1 ď i ď τn. (2.38)
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Theorem 2.13 establishes the large deviation bounds for the non-outlier eigenvalues of rQ1 with respect
to the eigenvalues of Q1. In particular, when α` " n´1{3, the right-hand side of (2.36) or (2.38) is much
smaller than n´2{3 for i “ Op1q. In fact it was proved in [58] that the limiting joint distribution of the first
few eigenvalues tλiu1ďiďk of Q1 is universal under an n2{3 scaling for any fixed k P N. Together with (2.36),
this implies that the limiting distribution of the largest non-outlier eigenvalues of rQ1 is also universal under
an n2{3 scaling as long as α` " n´1{3. In a future paper, we will prove that tn2{3pλ1´λrqu1ďiďk converges to
the Tracy-Widom law, which immediately implies that the largest non-outlier eigenvalues of rQ1 also satisfy
the Tracy-Widom law.
Remark 2.14. The Theorem 2.12 and 2.13 can be combined to potentially estimate the spikes of rA andrB if A and B are low-rank perturbations of identity matrices. By Theorem 2.12, the spike rσai or rσbµ can
be effectively estimated using ´m´12c prλαpiqq or ´m´11c prλβpµqq. Although calculating m1c and m2c needs the
knowledge of the spectrums of A and B, we will see from the averaged local law (c.f. Theorem 4.7) that
m1c and m2c can be well approximated using the eigenvalues of rQ1 and rQ2 only. We record such result in
Theorem 3.5.
On the other hand, for the non-spiked eigenvalues, to our best knowledge there does not exist any
literature on the estimation of the spectrums of general A and B using the eigenvalues of Q1 and Q2
only. However, for sample covariance matrices with B “ I, the spectrum of A can be estimated using the
eigenvalues of A1{2XX˚A1{2 by solving a convex optimization problem involving the self-consistent equation
for m2c in [18, 31]. In the future work, we will try to generalize their results to the separable covariance
matrices with more general B. Note that although we cannot observe the eigenvalues of Q1, Theorem 2.13
implies that the non-outlier eigenvalues of rQ1 are close to those of Q1.
We now state the results for the eigenvectors of rQ1 and rQ2. We denote the eigenvectors of rQ1 by rξk,
1 ď k ď p, and the eigenvectors of rQ2 by rζk, 1 ď µ ď n. To remove the arbitrariness in the definitions of
eigenvectors, we shall consider instead the products of generalized components
xv, rξkyxrξk,wy, xv1, rζkyxrζk,w1y,
where v,w,v1 and w1 are some given deterministic vectors. Note that these products characterize the
eigenvectors rξk and rζk completely up to the ambiguity of a phase. More generally, if we consider degenerate
or near-degenerate outliers, then only eigenspace matters. Hence as in [8], we shall consider the generalized
components xv,PS wy of the random projection
PS :“
ÿ
kPS
rξk rξ˚k , for S Ă O`.
In particular, in the non-degenerate case S “ tku, the generalized components of PS are the products of the
generalized components of rξk.
For 1 ď i ď r`, 1 ď j ď p and 1 ď ν ď n, we define
δaαpiq,αpjq :“ |rσaj ´ rσai |, δaαpiq,βpνq :“ ˇˇrσbν `m´11c pθ1prσai qˇˇ . (2.39)
Similarly, for 1 ď µ ď s`, 1 ď j ď p and 1 ď ν ď n, we define
δbβpµq,αpjq :“ |rσaj `m´12c pθ2prσbµqq|, δbβpµq,βpνq :“ |rσbν ´ rσbµ|. (2.40)
Given any S Ă O`, if a P S, then we define
δapSq :“
$&%
´
mink:αpkqRS δaa,αpkq
¯
^
´
minµ:βpµqRS δaa,βpµq
¯
, if a “ αpiq P S´
mink:αpkqRS δba,αpkq
¯
^
´
minµ:βpµqRS δba,βpµq
¯
, if a “ βpµq P S
;
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if a R S, then we define
δapSq :“
ˆ
min
k:αpkqPS
δaαpkq,a
˙
^
ˆ
min
µ:βpµqPS
δbβpµq,a
˙
.
We now state the results on the left outlier singular vectors of rA1{2X rB1{2, i.e., the outlier eigenvectors ofrQ1.
Theorem 2.15. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1, 2.5 and 2.7 hold. Fix any S Ă O`, we define the following
deterministic positive quadratic form
xv,ZS vy :“
ÿ
i:αpiqPS
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσai q´1q |vi|2, for v P Cp, vi :“ xvai ,vy. (2.41)
Then for any deterministic vector v P Cp, we have that
|xv,PS vy ´ xv,ZS vy| ă
ÿ
i:αpiqPS
|vi|2
n1{2∆1prσai q `
pÿ
j“1
|vj |2
nδαpjqpSq2
`xv,ZS vy1{2
¨˝ ÿ
αpjqRS
|vj |2
nδαpjqpSq2
‚˛1{2 . (2.42)
Remark 2.16. For any deterministic vectors v,w P Cp, we can state Theorem 2.15 for more general quantities
of the form xv,ZS wy using the polarization identity.
The index set S in Theorem 2.15 can be chosen according to user’s goal. We now consider two typical
cases to illustrate the idea.
Example 2.17 (Non-degenerate case). If all the outliers are well-separated, then we can choose S “ tαpiqu
or S “ tβpµqu. For example, suppose S “ tαpiqu and v “ vai . Then we get from (2.42) that
|xvai , rξiy|2 “ 1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσai q´1q `Oă
˜
1
n1{2prσai `m´12c pλrqq1{2 ` 1nδ2αpiq
¸
, δαpiq :“ δαpiqptαpiquq. (2.43)
Note that rξi is concentrated on a cone with axis parallel to vai if the error term is much smaller than the
first item, which is of order
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσai q´1q „ rσai `m´12c pλrq
by the estimates (4.17) below. This leads to the following conditions
rσai `m´12c pλrq " n´1{3, δαpiq " prσai `m´12c pλrqq´1{2n´1{2. (2.44)
The first condition means that rλαpiq is truly an outlier (c.f. Theorem 2.12), whereas the second condition
is an non-overlapping condition. In fact, by (2.32) rλi fluctuates around θ1prσai q on the scale of order prσai `
m´12c pλrqq1{2n´1{2. Therefore, rλi is well-separated from the other outlier eigenvalues ifˆ
min
αpjqPOztαpiqu
|θ1prσai q ´ θ1prσaj q|˙^ ˆ min
βpµqPO
|θ1prσai q ´ θ2prσbµq|˙ " prσai `m´12c pλrqq1{2n´1{2. (2.45)
With (4.17) below and (2.39), it is easy to show that the left-hand side of (2.45) is of order prσai `m´12c pλrqqδαpiq.
This gives the second condition of (2.44).
For degenerate or near-degenerate outliers, their indices should be included in the same set S. We now
consider an example with multiple outliers that share exactly the same classical location.
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Example 2.18 (Degenerate case). Suppose that we have an |S|-fold degenerate outlier, i.e., for some θ0 ą λr,
θ1prσai q “ θ1prσaj q “ θ2prσbµq “ θ2prσbνq “ θ0, for all αpiq, αpjq, βpµq, βpνq P S.
Suppose the outlier θ0 is well-separated from both the bulk and the other outliers (i.e., with distances of
order 1), then by (2.42), we have that
PS “
ÿ
αpiqPS
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσai q´1q vai pvai q˚ ` E ,
where E is an error that is delocalized in the basis of vai , i.e. xvai , E vaj y ă n´1{2. This can be regarded as a
generalized cone concentration for the subspace spanned by trξauaPS .
Then we state the delocalization results on the non-outlier eigenvectors when i R O`. Denote
ηi :“ n´3{4 ` n´5{6i1{3, κi :“ i2{3n´2{3.
Theorem 2.19. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1, 2.5 and 2.7 hold. Fix any sufficiently small constant τ ą 0.
For αpiq R O`, i ď τp and any deterministic vector v P Rp, we have
|xv, rξαpiqy|2 ă pÿ
j“1
|vj |2 n
´1 ` ηi?κi
|rσaj `m´12c pλrq|2 ` κi . (2.46)
If we have (a) (2.37) holds, or (b) either A or B is diagonal, then the following stronger estimate holds:
|xv, rξαpiqy|2 ă pÿ
j“1
|vj |2
n
`|rσaj `m´12c pλrq|2 ` κi˘ . (2.47)
Remark 2.20. Note that for i ď n1{4, we have ηi?κi ď Cn´1. Hence (2.46) becomes the stronger estimate
(2.47) for the non-eigenvalues with indices i ď n1{4.
Note that if rσaj ´ m´12c pλrq Á 1, i.e. rσai is well separated from the threshold, then rξαpiq is completely
delocalized in the direction of vaj for all i R O` and i ď n1{4. We then consider the outliers that is close to
the threshold.
Example 2.21. Suppose that i ď C, i.e. rλi is near the edge. Then (2.47) gives
|xvaj , rξαpiqy|2 ă 1
np|rσaj `m´12c pλrq|2 ` n´2{3q . (2.48)
Therefore, the delocalization bound for the generalized component |xvaj , rξαpiqy| changes from the optimal
order n´1{2 to n´1{6 as rσaj approaches the transition point m´12c pλrq. This shows that the non-outlier eigen-
vectors near the edge are biased in the direction of vaj provided that rσaj is near the transition point m´12c pλrq.
In particular, for |rσaj `m´12c pλrq| ď n´1{3, we have that
|xvaj , rξαpiqy|2 ă 1
n|rσaj `m´12c pλrq|2 . (2.49)
In the literature, the rσaj in this case is called a weak spike in statistics [27] or subcritical spike in probability
[8]. Thus (2.49) shows that the non-outlier eigenvectors still retain information about the weak spikes of rA
in contrast to the non-outlier eigenvalues as seen from (2.34).
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The Theorems 2.12, 2.13, 2.15 and 2.19 give the first order limits and convergent rates of the principal
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of rQ1. The second order asymptotics of the outlier eigenvalues and eigenvectors
will be studied in another paper.
Note that for separable covariance matrices, rA1{2X rB1{2 and rB1{2X˚ rA1{2 take exactly the same form.
Hence by exchanging the roles of p rA,Xq and p rB,X˚q, one can immediately obtain from Theorems 2.15 and
2.19 the similar results for the eigenvectors rζk. For reader’s convenience, we state them in the following two
theorems. Denote
P 1S :“
ÿ
kPS
rζk rζ˚k , for S Ă O`.
Theorem 2.22. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1, 2.5 and 2.7 hold. Fix any S Ă O`, we define the following
deterministic positive quadratic form
xw,Z 1Swy :“
ÿ
µ:βpµqPS
1rσbµ g
1
1cp´prσbµq´1q
g1cp´prσbµq´1q |wµ|2, for w P Cn, wµ :“ xvbµ,wy.
Then for any deterministic vector w P Cp, we have that
ˇˇxw,P 1Swy ´ xw,Z 1Swyˇˇ ă ÿ
µ:βpµqPS
|wµ|2
n1{2∆2prσbµq `
nÿ
µ“1
|wµ|2
nδβpµqpSq2
` xw,Z 1Swy1{2
¨˝ ÿ
βpµqRS
|wµ|2
nδβpµqpSq2
‚˛1{2 .
Theorem 2.23. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1, 2.5 and 2.7 hold. Fix any sufficiently small constant τ ą 0.
For βpµq R O`, µ ď τn and any deterministic vector w P Rn, we have
|xw, rζβpµqy|2 ă nÿ
ν“1
|wν |2
n´1 ` ηµ?κµ
|rσbν `m´11c pλrq|2 ` κµ .
If we have (a) (2.37) holds, or (b) either A or B is diagonal, then we have the stronger estimate
|xw, rζβpµqy|2 ă nÿ
ν“1
|wν |2
n
`|rσbν `m´11c pλrq|2 ` κµ˘ .
3 Statistical estimation for spiked separable covariance matrices
In this section, we consider the estimation of rA and rB from the data matrix rA1{2X rB1{2. In particular, we
address two fundamental issues:
(1) estimating the number of spikes in rA and rB;
(2) adaptive optimal shrinkage of the eigenvalues of rA and rB.
To ease our discussion, till the end of this section, we will replace Assumption 2.7 with the following
stronger super-critical condition. It is commonly used in the statistical literature, for instance [6, 15, 16, 38].
Assumption 3.1. For some fixed constant τ ą 0, we assume that there are r spikes for rA and s spikes forrB, which satisfy
σ˜ai `m´12c pλrq ą τ, 1 ď i ď r, and σ˜bµ `m´11c pλrq ą τ, 1 ď µ ď s.
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For simplicity of presentation, we will also assume the following non-overlapping condition.
Assumption 3.2. For some fixed constant τ ą 0, we have
min
1ďjďr
δaαpiq,αpjq ^ min
1ďµďs
δbαpiq,βpµq ě τ, 1 ď i ď r,
and
min
1ďνďs
δbβpµq,βpνq ^ min
1ďiďr
δaαpiq,βpµq ě τ, 1 ď µ ď s.
3.1 Estimating the number of spikes
The number of spikes has important meaning in practice. For instance, it represents the number of factors
in factor model [41, 42] and number of signals in signal processing [39]. Such a problem has been studied for
spiked covariance matrix, see e.g. [44]. In this section, we extend the discussion to the more general spiked
separable model (2.12).
Different from the spiked covariance matrix model, we have two sources of spikes from either rA or rB. For
spiked covariance matrices, the statistic only involves sample eigenvalues. However, as we have seen from
Theorem 2.12, the sample eigenvalues only contain information of the total number of spikes, i.e. r` s. One
way to deal with this issue is to use the information from the sample eigenvectors and apply Theorem 2.15.
For an illustration, we refer the reader to Figure 1. In the following discussion, we assume that the population
eigenvectors of rA and rB are known. For the more general case where such information is unavailable, we
will study it somewhere else (see also Remark 3.4).
We provide our statistic and start with a heuristic discussion. Note that under Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2,
we get from Theorems 2.12 and 2.15 that
rλαpiq “ θ1prσai q `Oăpn´1{2q, |xvai , rξky|2 “ 1pk “ αpiqq 1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
θ1prσai q `Oăpn´1{2q, 1 ď i ď r.
Hence, if all the spiked eigenvalues are well-separated, the ratio between rλαpiq and rλαpi`1q are strictly
greater than 1. However, for the non-outlier eigenvalues, these ratios will converge to 1 at a rate Oăpn´2{3q
by Theorem 2.13. Moreover, the (cosine of) the angles |xvai , rξky| is of order Oăpn´1{2q except when k “ αpiq,
in which case we have that |xvai , rξky| is larger than a constant. Therefore, the ratios between consecutive
eigenvalues and the angles will be used as our statistics.
Formally, for a given threshold ω ą 0 and a properly chosen constant c ą 0, we define the statistic q by
q ” qpωq :“ argmin
1ďiďcpp^nq
#rλi`1rλi`2 ´ 1 ď ω
+
, (3.1)
and qa,b ” qa,bpωq by
qapωq :“ argmin
1ďiďcpp^nq
"
max
1ďkďcpp^nq
ˇˇˇ
xvai`1, rξkyˇˇˇ2 ď ω* , qbpωq :“ argmin
1ďµďcpp^nq
"
max
1ďνďcpp^nq
ˇˇˇ
xvbµ`1, rζνyˇˇˇ2 ď ω* .
As discussed above, q is used to estimate the total number of spikes, whereas qa and qb are used to estimate
the number of spikes for rA and rB, respectively. With Theorems 2.12, 2.13, 2.15, 2.19, 2.22 and 2.23, it is easy
to show that they are consistent estimators for carefully chosen threshold ω. Denote the event Ω ” Ωpωq by
Ω :“ tq “ r ` s, qa “ r, qb “ su.
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(a) Eigenvalues for Cases I and II. Here p “ 150, n “ 200.
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(b) Eigenvectors of rQ1: |xvai , rξαpiqy|2.
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(c) Eigenvectors of rQ2: |xvbµ, rζβpµqy|2.
Figure 1: Eigenvalues and eigenvectors for spiked separable covariance matrices. We consider two different
settings: rΣa “ diagp5, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q, rΣb “ diagp5, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q, (Case I)
and rΣa “ diagp3, 2, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q, rΣb “ diagp1, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q. (Case II)
Figure (a) shows that there are two spikes in both cases. However, from Figure (b) and Figure (c), we can
see that there are two parts of spikes in Case I, but only one part in Case II as expected. It shows the
necessity to take into consideration the information from the eigenvectors.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that the Assumptions 2.1, 2.5, 3.1 and 3.2 hold. Then if ω satisfies that for some
constant ε ą 0,
ω Ñ 0, ωn2{3´ε Ñ8, (3.2)
then we have that Ω holds with high probability for large enough n.
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Proof. This theorem is an easy consequence of Theorems 2.12, 2.13, 2.15, 2.19, 2.22 and 2.23.
For the practical implementation, we employ a resampling procedure to choose the threshold ω using a
reference matrix. Such procedure has been used in estimating the number of spikes for spiked covariance
matrix [44]. In the null case with r “ s “ 0, we conclude from the edge universality result [58, Theorem 2.7]
that the edge eigenvalues of the non-spiked Q1,2 fluctuate on the scale n
´2{3. Since the edge eigenvalues of
Wishart matrix (i.e., XX˚ with the entries of X being i.i.d. Gaussian) satisfy the Tracy-Widom distribution
up to an n´2{3 rescaling, the edge eigenvalue ratios of Q1,2 should be close to those of the Wishart matrix.
More precisely, we can use Wishart matrix as the reference matrix and take the following steps to choose ω.
Step (i): Generate a sequence of N (say N “ 104), p ˆ n Wishart matrices XiX˚i and the associated
sequence of statistics tTiuNi“1,
Ti :“ max
1ďkďcpp^nq
#
λ
piq
k
λ
piq
k`1
+
,
where tλpiqk up^nk“1 are the eigenvalues of XiX˚i arranged in descending order.
Step (ii): Given the nominal level ε (say ε “ 0.05), we choose ω such that
#tTi ď 1` ωu
N
ě 1´ ε.
We next use some Monte-Carlo simulations to verify the validity of our statistics. Consider the setting
rA “ diagp4, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q, rB “ diagpx` 2, x, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q, x ě 1.
In Figure 3, we consider the estimation of the number of spikes of rB and analyze the frequency (over 104
simulations) of misestimation as a function of the value of x under different combinations of p and n. We
make use of the statistic qb and choose ω according to the above steps (i) and (ii). We can see that our
estimator performs quite well for x above some threshold.
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Figure 2: Freqency of misestimation for different values of x.
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3.2 Adaptive optimal shrinkage for spiked separable covariance matrices
In most of the real applications, we have no a priori information on the true eigenvectors of rA or rB. Then
the natural choice for us is to use the sample eigenvectors trξiu1ďiďp and trζµu1ďµďn. Consider Johnstone’s
spiked covariance model [26] with A “ Ip and B “ In. Suppose we know the number of spikes r ` s. Then
we want to estimate
rA “ rÿ
i“1
rσai vai pvai q˚ ` pÿ
i“r`1
vai pvai q˚, rB “ sÿ
µ“1
rσbµ vai pvai q˚ ` nÿ
µ“s`1
vbµpvbµq˚,
using the estimators
pA “ r`sÿ
i“1
̺aprλiqrξi rξ˚i ` pÿ
i“r`s`1
rξi rξ˚i , pB “ r`sÿ
µ“1
̺bprλiqrζµrζ˚µ ` nÿ
i“r`s`1
rζµrζ˚µ , (3.3)
where ̺ap¨q and ̺bp¨q are some shrinkage functions characterized by the minimizers of certain loss functions:pA :“ argmin
A
LapA, rAq, pB :“ argmin
B
LbpB, rBq.
In [16], the authors consider this problem for spiked covariance matrices for a variety of loss functions
assuming that r, s are known. In this section, we study this problem for spiked separable covariance matrices
using the Frobenius norm as the loss functional. We will also prove the optimal convergent rate for such
estimators. The other loss functions as discussed in [16] can be studied in a similar way.
We shall only consider ̺aprλiq, while ̺bprλiq can be handled with the same argument by symmetry. We
calculate that
‖ pA´ rA‖2F “ ‖T ‖2F , T :“ r`sÿ
i“1
”
p̺prλiq ´ 1qrξi rξ˚i ´ prσai ´ 1qvai pvai q˚ı . (3.4)
We expand T to get
‖T ‖2F “
r`sÿ
i“1
”
p̺aprλiq ´ 1q2 ` prσai ´ 1q2 ´ 2|xvai , rξiy|2p̺aprλiq ´ 1qprσai ´ 1qı´ 2 r`sÿ
i‰j
p̺aprλiq ´ 1qprσaj ´ 1q|xrvaj , rξiy|2.
Therefore, (3.4) is minimized if
̺aprλiq “ 1` r`sÿ
j“1
prσaj ´ 1q|xvaj , rξiy|2.
Under Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2, by Theorems 2.15 and 2.19 we find that for rσak :“ dak ` 1,
̺aprλiq “ 1pi “ αpkq for some k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rqdakrσak g
1
2cp´prσakq´1q
g2cp´prσakq´1q `Oăpn´1{2q.
Under the setting with A “ Ip and B “ In, m2cpzq is the Stieltjes transform of the standard Marchenko-
Pastur (MP) law. Then it is known that g2c is given by [30, Section 2.2]
g2cpxq “ ´ 1
x
` dn 1
x` 1 ,
where recall that dn “ p{n. Therefore, we can calculate that
̺aprλiq “ pdakq2 ´ dn
dak ` dn
`Oăpn´1{2q, i “ αpkq.
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For dak, we can use Theorem 2.12 to get that d
a
k “ ´m´12c pλiq ´ 1 ` Oăpn´1{2q for i “ αpkq. We have the
following explicit form for m2c (see e.g. (4.10) of [12]):
m2cpxq “ dn ´ 1´ x`
a
px´ λ`qpx ´ λ´q
2x
, λ˘ “ p1˘ d1{2n q2,
when x ą λr :“ λ`. Thus we can define the following shrinkage function
p̺aprλiq “ 1pi “ αpkq for some k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rq ppdakq2 ´ dnpdak ` dn , pdak “ ´m´12c prλαpkqq ´ 1,
which satisfies that
̺aprλiq “ p̺aprλiq `Oăpn´1{2q.
Remark 3.4. Note that the definition of the shrinkage function depends on a priori knowledge of the indices
of the outliers caused by the spikes of rA, which may not be available in applications. Moreover, the methods
in Section 3.1 cannot be used since we have no information on the eigenvectors of rA and rB. However, this
is still possible by exploring the “cone condition”, see Example 2.17, i.e. we can project the left and right
outlier-singular vectors onto some suitably chosen directions and take average over many samples. To have
a rigorous theory, it is necessary to establish the second order asymptotics of the outlier eigenvectors. Both
of these topics will be explored elsewhere.
Now we present the results of some Monte-Carlo simulations designed to illustrate the finite-sample
properties of the shrinkage estimator pA. We study the improvement of pA over the separable covariance
matrix rQ1, which also uses the sample eigenvectors. Denote A as in (3.3) with ̺aprλiq replaced by p̺aprλiq.
We report the Percentage Relative Improvement in Average Loss (PRIAL) [33, Section 1.3] for A:
PRIAL :“ 100ˆ
#
1´ E‖A´
pA‖2F
E‖ rQ1 ´ pA‖2F
+
,
where Ep¨q denotes the average over 104 Monte-Carlo simulations. We can see that our estimators perform
better than sample separable covariance matrix even for “not so large” matrix dimensions.
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
100 200 300 400 500
Value of n
PR
IA
L dn = 1
dn = 2
dn = 0.5
Figure 3: PRIAL against matrix dimension n. We consider the setting rA “ diagp8, 5, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q and rB “
diagp3, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q.
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Before concluding this section, we provide a useful result for the estimation of spikes. By Theorem 2.12,
we need to know the form of m2c in order to estimate the spikes of rA. However, thanks to the anisotropic
local law in Theorem 4.10 below, it is possible to use an adaptive estimator for the spikes of rA based only
on the data matrices rQ2 if rB is a small-rank perturbation of the identity matrix. We define
pσai :“ ´
˜
1
n
nÿ
ν“r`s`1
1rλνp rQ2q ´ rλαpiq
¸´1
, 1 ď i ď r ` s.
Similarly, if A is a small-rank perturbation of the identity matrix, then we have the following estimator for
the spikes of rB:
pσbµ :“ ´
˜
1
n
pÿ
k“r`s`1
1rλkp rQ1q ´ rλβpµq
¸´1
, 1 ď µ ď r ` s.
We claim the following result, whose proof will be presented in Section 4.2 after we state Theorem 4.10.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that the Assumptions 2.1, 2.5 and 3.1 hold. Suppose rB “ In `Mn, where Mn is
a matrix of rank ln. Then we have that for 1 ď i ď r
rσai “ pσai `Oăplnn´1{2q. (3.5)
Similarly, if rA is an ln-rank perturbation of the identity matrix, then for 1 ď µ ď s,
rσbµ “ pσbµ `Oăplnn´1{2q. (3.6)
Finally, we use some Monte-Carlo simulations to illustrate the accuracy of the above estimators. We set
rA “ diagprσa, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q, rB “ diagp3, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1q.
In Table 1, we give the estimation of rσa using pσa for various combinations of p and n. Each value is recorded
by taking an average over 2,000 simulations. We find that our estimator is quite accurate even for a small
sample size.
rσa{pp, nq p100, 200q p200, 400q p300, 400q p400, 300q p500, 400q
4 3.67 3.58 3.83 4.61 4.43
5 4.78 4.65 4.84 5.49 5.37
8 7.75 7.62 7.86 8.47 8.33
10 9.83 9.65 9.88 10.51 10.37
15 14.95 14.86 14.93 15.56 15.42
Table 1: The value of pσa. We record the average of pσa over 2,000 simulations.
4 Basic tools
In this section, we collect some tools that will be used in the proof of Theorems 2.12, 2.13, 2.15 and 2.19. We
first record the following lemma for matrix perturbation, which follows from a simple algebraic calculation.
Lemma 4.1 (Woodbury matrix identity). For A, S,B, T of conformable dimensions, we have
pA` SBT q´1 “ A´1 ´A´1SpB´1 ` TA´1Sq´1TA´1.
as long as all the operations are legitimate. As a special case, we have the following Hua’s identity:
A´ApA ` Bq´1A “ B ´ BpA` Bq´1B (4.1)
if A` B is non-singular.
We also need the following eigenvalue interlacing result for our model (2.12). It is an analog of Corollary
4.2 in [8] for spiked covariance matrices.
Lemma 4.2 (Eigenvalue interlacing). Recall that the eigenvalues of rQ1 and Q1 are denoted by trλiu and
tλiu, respectively. Then we have rλi P rλi, λi´r´ss, (4.2)
where we adopt the convention that λi “ 8 if i ă 1 and λi “ 0 if i ą p.
Proof. We first consider the rank one deformation with r “ 1 and s “ 0: rA “ p1`da vapvaq˚qA with da ą 0
and va being an eigenvector of A. Then we have
rG1 “ 1
P1{2A1{2XBX˚A1{2P1{2 ´ z “ P
´1{2
„
G´11 ` va
zda
da ` 1 pv
aq˚
´1
P´1{2, (4.3)
where P :“ 1` da vapvaq˚. Then applying Lemma 4.1 to (4.3), we obtain that
prG1qva va “ pG1qva va
da ` 1 ´
pG1q2va va
da ` 1
z
pdaq´1 ` 1` zpG1qva va ,
where we used the following short-hand notations
prG1qva va “ xva, rG1 vay, pG1qva va “ xva,G1 vay. (4.4)
Thus we get
1
prG1qva va “ 1` d
a
pG1qva va ` zd
a. (4.5)
We denote the eigenvectors of Q1 and rQ1 as tξkupk“1 and trξkupk“1, respectively. Then writing (4.5) in spectral
decomposition gives
pda ` 1q
˜ÿ
k
|xva, ξky|2
λk ´ z
¸´1
“
˜ÿ
k
|xva, rξky|2rλk ´ z
¸´1
´ zda. (4.6)
By adding a small perturbation to Q1, we may assume without loss of generality that (i) λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λp
are all positive and distinct, and (ii) all xva, ξky and xva, rξky are nonzero. Note that since eigenvalues and
eigenvectors depend continuously on the matrix entries, we can remove the arbitrarily small perturbation
and obtain the corresponding result for the original matrices Q1 and rQ1. Moreover, it is always possible to
choose such perturbation. For example, we can add a matrix εH , where the entries of H are bounded and
have absolutely continuous densities. Then (i) and (ii) hold with probability 1 for any ε ą 0. Thus there
must exist a realization of H such that (i) and (ii) hold for Q1 ` εH and rQ1 ` εH .
By (i) and (ii), the left-hand side of (4.6) defines a function of z P p0,8q with pp´ 1q poles and p zeros.
The function is smooth and decreasing away from the singularities, and its zeros are λ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λp. Now using
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the fact that z is an eigenvalue of rQ1 if and only if the left-hand side of (4.6) is equal to ´zda ă 0, we obtain
the interlacing property (4.2) for r “ 1 and s “ 0.
Next, for the case r “ 0 and s “ 1, we conclude the proof easily by applying (4.2) to rQ2 and using the fact
that rQ2 have the same nonzero eigenvalues as rQ1. Note that the above arguments are purely deterministic.
They work for any non-negative definite matrix A1{2XBX˚A1{2 and any rank one deformation of the formrA1{2XBX˚ rA1{2 or A1{2X rBX˚A1{2, where
rA “ A´1` da vapvaq˚¯ or rB “ B´1` db vbpvbq˚¯,
with da ą 0, db ą 0, and va and vb being eigenvectors of A and B, respectively. Then the general case (4.2)
with any finite r, s “ Op1q follows from a simple induction.
4.1 Properties of limiting laws
For any constants ς1, ς2 ą 0, we denote a domain of the spectral parameter z as
Spς1, ς2q :“ tz “ E ` iη : λr ´ ς1 ď E ď ς2λr, 0 ă η ď 1u. (4.7)
For z “ E ` iη, we define the distance to the rightmost edge as
κ ” κE :“ |E ´ λr|. (4.8)
Then we have the following lemma, which summarizes some basic properties of m1,2c and ρ1,2c.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose Assumptions 2.1 and 2.5 hold. Then there exists sufficiently small constant ς1 ą 0
such that the following estimates hold:
(i)
ρ1,2cpxq „
a
λr ´ x, for x P rλr ´ 2ς1, λrs ; (4.9)
(ii) for z “ E ` iη P Spς1, ς2q,
|m1,2cpzq| „ 1, Imm1,2cpzq „
#
η?
κ`η , if E ě λr?
κ` η, if E ď λr
, (4.10)
and
|Rem1,2cpzq ´m1,2cpλrq| „
#?
κ` η, if E ě λr
η?
κ`η ` κ, if E ď λr
; (4.11)
(iii) there exists constant τ 1 ą 0 such that
min
µ
|1`m1cpzqσbµ| ě τ 1, min
i
|1`m2cpzqσai | ě τ 1, (4.12)
for any z P Spς1, ς2q.
The above estimates (i)-(iii) also hold for z on the real axis, i.e., z P Spς1, ς2q. Finally, the estimates
(4.9)-(4.11) also hold for ρc and mc.
Proof. The estimates (4.9), (4.10) and (4.12) have been proved in [58, Lemma 3.4]. The estimate (4.11)
follows directly from (2.25).
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The next lemma contains some basic estimates for θ1,2 in (2.27) and the derivatives of m1,2c and g1,2c.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.5 hold. For σ1 ě ´m´11c pλrq and σ2 ě ´m´12c pλrq, we
have
θ1pσ2q´λr “ g2cp´σ´12 q´λr „ pσ2`m´12c pλrqq2, θ2pσ1q´λr “ g1cp´σ´11 q´λr „ pσ1`m´11c pλrqq2. (4.13)
For x ą λr and m1,2 ą m1,2cpλrq, we have
m12cpxq „ κ´1{2x , m11cpxq „ κ´1{2x , (4.14)
g12cpm2q „ pm2 ´m2cpλrqq, g11cpm1q „ pm1 ´m1cpλrqq. (4.15)
Moreover, the above estimates imply that
m12cpθ1pσ2qq „
`
σ2 `m´12c pλrq
˘´1
, m11cpθ2pσ1qq „
`
σ1 `m´11c pλrq
˘´1
, (4.16)
g12cp´σ´12 q „ σ2 `m´12c pλrq, g11cp´σ´11 q „ σ1 `m´11c pλrq. (4.17)
Proof. With the definitions (2.27) and (2.25), we can obtain that
´σ´12 “ m2cpθ1pσ2qq “ m2cpλrq ` πa2
a
θ1pσ2q ´ λr `Op|θ1pσ2q ´ λr|q,
if θ1pσ2q ´ λr ď ς1 for some sufficiently small constant 0 ă ς1 ă 1, and
´σ´12 “ m2cpθ1pσ2qq ě m2cpλr ` ς1q “ m2cpλrq ` πa2
?
ς1 `Opς1q,
if θ1pσ2q ´ λr ě ς1, where in the second inequality we use the fact that m2cpxq is monotone increasing when
x ą λr. The above two estimates imply the first estimate in (4.13). The second estimate in (4.13) can be
proved in the same way.
Differentiating the equation fpz,mq “ 0 in (2.20) with respect to m, we can get that z1pmrq “ 0
and z2pmrq “ ´B2mfpλr,mrq{Bzfpλr ,mrq, where mr :“ m2cpλrq. It was proved in [58, Lemma 2.6] that
z2pmrq „ 1 under the assumptions (2.6) and (2.23). Moreover, using implicit differentiation of the equation
fpz,mq “ 0 and (4.12), it is easy to show that zp3qpmq “ Op1q if mr ´ c ď m ď 0 for some sufficiently small
constant c ą 0. Hence we conclude that
z1pmq “ Op|m´mr|q, for mr ´ c ď m ď 0. (4.18)
This implies the first estimate in (4.15). Since m2c is the inverse function of g2c, we get from the inverse
function theorem that
m12cpxq “
1
g12cpm2cpxqq
„ pm2cpxq ´m2cpλrqq´1 „ κ´1{2x ,
where we used (2.25) in the last step. This implies the first estimate in (4.14). Now taking x “ θ1pσ2q and
m2 “ ´σ´12 in the first estimates in (4.14) and (4.15), respectively, and using (4.13), we obtain the first
estimates in (4.16) and (4.17).
Exchanging the roles of pA,m1c, g1cq and pB,m2c, g2cq, one can prove the second estimates in (4.14)-(4.17)
in the same way.
In the proof, it is important to extend the real functions g1c and g2c to the complex plane. The following
lemma can be proved with a simple complex analytical argument.
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Lemma 4.5. Suppose the assumptions of Lemma 4.4 hold. Then for any constant ς ą 0, there exist constants
τ0, τ1, τ2 ą 0 such that the following statements hold.
(i) m1c and m2c are holomorphic homeomorphisms on the spectral domain
Dpτ0, ςq :“ tz “ E ` iη : λr ă E ă ς, ´τ0 ă η ă τ0u.
As a consequence, the inverse functions of m1c and m2c exist and we again denote them by g1c and
g2c, respectively.
(ii) We have D1pτ1, ςq Ă m1cpDpτ0, ςqq and D2pτ2, ςq Ă m2cpDpτ0, ςqq, where
D1pτ1, ςq :“ tξ “ E ` iη : m1cpλrq ă E ă m1cpςq, ´τ1 ă η ă τ1u,
and
D2pτ2, ςq :“ tζ “ E ` iη : m2cpλrq ă E ă m2cpςq, ´τ2 ă η ă τ2u.
In other words, g1c and g2c are holomorphic homeomorphisms on D1pτ1, ςq and D2pτ2, ςq, respectively.
(iii) For z P Dpτ0, ςq, we have
|m1cpzq ´m1cpλrq| „ |z ´ λr |1{2, |m2cpzq ´m2cpλrq| „ |z ´ λr |1{2, (4.19)
and
|m11cpzq| „ |z ´ λr|´1{2, |m12cpzq| „ |z ´ λr |´1{2. (4.20)
(iv) For ξ P D1pτ1, ςq and ζ P D2pτ2, ςq, we have
|g1cpξq ´ λr| „ |ξ ´m1cpλrq|2, |g2cpζq ´ λr| „ |ζ ´m2cpλrq|2, (4.21)
and
|g11cpξq| „ |ξ ´m1cpλrq|, |g12cpζq| „ |ζ ´m2cpλrq|. (4.22)
(v) For z1, z2 P Dpτ0, ςq, ξ1, ξ2 P D1pτ1, ςq and ζ1, ζ2 P D2pτ2, ςq, we have
|m1cpz1q ´m1cpz2q| „ |m2cpz1q ´m2cpz2q| „ |z1 ´ z2|
maxi“1,2 |zi ´ λr|1{2 , (4.23)
and
|g1cpξ1q ´ g1cpξ2q| „ |ξ1 ´ ξ2| ¨ max
i“1,2
|ξi ´m1cpλrq|, |g2cpζ1q ´ g2cpζ2q| „ |ζ1 ´ ζ2| ¨max
i“1,2
|ζi ´m2cpλrq|.
(4.24)
Proof. For the proof, we choose a sufficiently small constant ω ą 0 such that (2.25) can be applied to
z P Dω :“ tz “ E ` iη : 0 ă E ´ λr ă 2ω,´ω ă η ă ωu. We also define the spectral domain rDω :“ tz “
E ` iη : 0 ă E ´ λr ă ω,´ω ă η ă ωu. Then the constants τ0, τ1, τ2 ą 0 will be chosen such that they are
much smaller than ω. Without loss of generality, we only prove the relevant statements for m2c and g2c.
Note that m2c is holomorphic on Czr0, λrs. By (2.25), we see that m2c is a holomorphic homeomorphism
for z P Dω as long as ω is sufficiently small. Moreover, we have
g2cpξq “ 1
π2a22
pξ ´m2cpλrqq2 `O
`|ξ ´m2cpλrq|3˘ , ξ P m2cpDωq. (4.25)
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On the other hand, with (2.28) it is easy to see that there exists a constant cω,ς ą 0 such thatm12cpxq ě cω,ς for
all λr `ω ă x ă ς . Then combining the implicit function theorem, analytic continuation and a compactness
argument, we can conclude statement (i). The statement (ii) follows immediately from that
Imm2cpE ` iηq “ η
ż λr
0
ρ2cpxqdx
px´ Eq2 ` η2 Á η.
The estimates in (iii) and (iv) can be proved using (2.25), (4.25), and implicit differentiation of the equation
fpz,mq “ 0 as in the proof for Lemma 4.4. We leave the details to the reader. Finally, notice that (4.24)
follows directly from (4.23) together with (4.21). Thus it only remains to prove (4.23).
The upper bound in (4.23) is given by (4.20). We only need to show the lower bound. Without loss of
generality, we assume that |z1 ´ λr| ě |z2 ´ λr|. We consider the following three cases: (i) z1, z2 P Dω; (ii)
z1, z2 P Dpτ0, ςqz rDω; (iii) z1 P Dpτ0, ςqzDω and z2 P Dpτ0, ςq X rDω.
In case (i), first suppose that |z1 ´ z2| ď |z1 ´ λr|{2. Then (4.23) follows from the mean value theorem
by using (4.20) and the fact that |ξ ´ λr | „ |z1 ´ λr| for any ξ on the line between z1 and z2. Now for
|z1 ´ z2| ě |z1 ´ λr |{2, then by (2.25) we get
|m2cpz1q ´m2cpz2q| ě πa2
´a
z1 ´ λr ´
a
z2 ´ λr
¯
´ C|z1 ´ λr | ě c |z1 ´ z2||z1 ´ λr |1{2
as long as we take ω to be sufficiently small.
In case (ii), by mean value theorem and (4.20), we have
|m2cpz1q ´m2cpz2q| „ |z1 ´ z2| „ |z1 ´ z2||z1 ´ λr|1{2 .
Finally, in case (iii), we have
|m2cpz1q ´m2cpz2q| ě |Rem2cpz1q ´ Rem2cpz2q| . (4.26)
Denote z “ E1 ` iη1 and z “ E2 ` iη2. Then applying (2.25) to m2cpz2q and the Stieltjes transform formula
to m2cpz1q, we obtain that
|Rem2cpz1q ´m2cpE1q| ď C?η1, |Rem2cpz2q ´m2cpE2q| ď Cωη2.
Together with (4.26), we get that
|m2cpz1q ´m2cpz2q| ě |m2cpE1q ´m2cpE2q| ´ C?η1 ´ Cωη2 ě cω
as long as we take τ0 to be small enough. Here we used that |m2cpE1q´m2cpE2q| „ 1 since m2cpxq is strictly
decreasing.
Combining the above three cases, we get the lower bound in (4.23).
Remark 4.6. As a corollary of (4.23) and (4.24), we see that the following approximate isometry properties
hold:
|g1cpm2cpz1qq ´ g1cpm2cpz2qq| „ |z1 ´ z2|, |g2cpm1cpz1qq ´ g2cpm1cpz2qq| „ |z1 ´ z2|, (4.27)
and
|m1cpg2cpζ1qq ´m1cpg2cpζ2qq| „ |ζ1 ´ ζ2|, |m2cpg1cpξ1qq ´m2cpg1cpξ2qq| „ |ξ1 ´ ξ2|, (4.28)
for z1, z2 P Dpτ, ςq, ξ1, ξ2 P D1pτ, ςq and ζ1, ζ2 P D2pτ, ςq for sufficiently small constant τ ą 0.
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4.2 Local law
We first introduce a convenient self-adjoint linearization trick, which has been proved to be useful in studying
the local laws of random matrices of the Gram type [1, 2, 30, 55, 58]. We define the following pp`nqˆpp`nq
self-adjoint block matrix, which is a linear function of X :
H ” HpX, zq :“ z1{2
ˆ
0 A1{2XB1{2
B1{2X˚A1{2 0
˙
, z P C`. (4.29)
where z1{2 is taken to be the branch cut with positive imaginary part. Then we define its resolvent (Green’s
function) as
G ” GpX, zq :“ pHpX, zq ´ zq´1 . (4.30)
By Schur complement formula, we can verify that (recall (2.13))
Gpzq “
ˆ
G1 z
´1{2G1Y
z´1{2Y ˚G1 G2
˙
“
ˆ
G1 z
´1{2Y G2
z´1{2G2Y ˚ G2
˙
, (4.31)
where Y :“ A1{2XB1{2. Thus a control of G yields directly a control of the resolvents G1,2. Similarly, we
can define rH and rG by replacing A and B with rA and rB.
For simplicity of notations, we define the index sets
I1 :“ t1, ..., pu, I2 :“ tp` 1, ..., p` nu, I :“ I1 Y I2.
Then we label the indices of the matrices according to
X “ pXiµ : i P I1, µ P I2q, A “ pAij : i, j P I1q, B “ pBµν : µ, ν P I2q.
In the rest of this paper, we will consistently use the latin letters i, j P I1 and greek letters µ, ν P I2. Note
that for the index 1 ď µ ď n used in previous sections, it can be translated into an index in I2 by taking
µÑ µ` p.
Next we introduce the spectral decomposition of G. Let
A1{2XB1{2 “
p^nÿ
k“1
a
λkξkζ
˚
k ,
be a singular value decomposition of A1{2XB1{2, where
λ1 ě λ2 ě . . . ě λp^n ě 0 “ λp^n`1 “ . . . “ λp_n
are the eigenvalues of rQ1, tξkupk“1 and tζkunk“1 are the left and right singular vectors of A1{2XB1{2, respec-
tively. Then using (4.31), we can get that for i, j P I1 and µ, ν P I2,
Gij “
pÿ
k“1
ξkpiqξ˚k pjq
λk ´ z , Gµν “
nÿ
k“1
ζkpµqζ˚k pνq
λk ´ z , (4.32)
Giµ “ z´1{2
p^nÿ
k“1
?
λkξkpiqζ˚k pµq
λk ´ z , Gµi “ z
´1{2
p^nÿ
k“1
?
λkζkpµqξ˚k piq
λk ´ z . (4.33)
We define the deterministic limit Π of the resolvent G in (4.30) as
Πpzq :“
ˆ
Π1 0
0 Π2
˙
, Π1 :“ ´z´1 p1`m2cpzqAq´1 , Π2 :“ ´z´1p1`m1cpzqBq´1. (4.34)
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Note that from (2.16) we have
1
n
TrΠ1 “ mc, 1
n
Tr pAΠ1q “ m1c, 1
n
Tr pBΠ2q “ m2c. (4.35)
Define the control parameter
Ψpzq :“
d
Imm2cpzq
nη
` 1
nη
. (4.36)
Note that by (4.10) and (4.12), we have
}Π} “ Op1q, Ψ Á n´1{2, Ψ2 À pnηq´1, Ψpzq „
d
Imm1cpzq
nη
` 1
nη
, (4.37)
for z P Spς1, ς2q. Now we state the local laws for Gpzq, which are the main tools for our proof. Given any
constant ε ą 0, we define the spectral domains
S0pς1, ς2, εq :“ Spς1, ς2q X
 
z “ E ` iη : η ě n´1`ε( , (4.38)
and rSpς1, ς2, εq :“ Spς1, ς2q X !z “ E ` iη : η ě n´1`ε, n1{2Ψ2pzq ď n´ε{2) . (4.39)
Theorem 4.7 (Local laws). Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.5 hold. Fix constants ς1 and ς2 ą 0 as in
Lemma 4.3. Then for any fixed ε ą 0, the following estimates hold.
(1) Anisotropic local law: For any z P rSpς1, ς2, εq and deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI,
|xu, GpX, zqvy ´ xu,Πpzqvy| ă Ψpzq. (4.40)
(2) Averaged local law: For any z P rSpς1, ς2, εq, we have
|mpzq ´mcpzq| ` |m1pzq ´m1cpzq| ` |m2pzq ´m2cpzq| ă pnηq´1, (4.41)
where m is defined in (2.14) and m1,2 are defined in (2.15). Moreover, outside of the spectrum we have
the following stronger estimate
|mpzq ´mcpzq| ` |m1pzq ´m1cpzq| ` |m2pzq ´m2cpzq ă 1
npκ` ηq `
1
pnηq2?κ` η , (4.42)
uniformly in z P rSpς1, ς2, εq X tz “ E ` iη : E ě λr, nη?κ` η ě nεu, where κ is defined in (4.8).
(3) If we have (a) (2.37) holds, or (b) either A or B is diagonal, then the estimate (4.40)-(4.42) hold for
z P S0pς1, ς2, εq.
The above estimates are uniform in z and any set of deterministic vectors of cardinality NOp1q.
Proof. See Theorem 3.6 of [58].
As a corollary of the averaged local law, the so-called eigenvalue rigidity holds for Q1. We first define
the classical locations of eigenvalues.
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Definition 4.8 (Classical locations of eigenvalues). The classical location γj of the j-th eigenvalue of Q1 is
defined as
γj :“ sup
x
"ż `8
x
ρcpxqdx ą j ´ 1
n
*
. (4.43)
In particular, we have γ1 “ λr.
Note that for any fixed E ď λr, Ψ2pE ` iηq is monotonically decreasing with respect to η. Hence there
is a unique ηlpEq such that n1{2Ψ2pE ` iηlpEqq “ 1. Note that by (4.10) and (4.36), we have
ηlpEq “ Opn´3{4 ` n´1{2?κEq, for E ď λr. (4.44)
For E ą λr, we define ηlpEq :“ ηlpλrq “ Opn´3{4q.
Theorem 4.9 (Rigidity of eigenvalues). Suppose that (4.41) and (4.42) hold. Then we have the following
estimates for any fixed constant 0 ă ς ă ς1.
(1) For any E ě λr ´ ς, we have
|npEq ´ ncpEq| ă n´1 ` pηlpEqq3{2 ` ηlpEq?κE , (4.45)
where
npEq :“ 1
N
#tλj ě Eu, ncpEq :“
ż `8
E
ρ2cpxqdx. (4.46)
(2) For any j such that λr ´ ς ď γj ď λr, we have for any fixed ε ą 0,
|λj ´ γj | ă n´2{3j´1{3 ` ηlpγjq, (4.47)
where ηlpγjq “ Opn´3{4 ` n´5{6j1{3q.
(3) If we have (a) (2.37) holds, or (b) either A or B is diagonal, then
|λj ´ γj | ă n´2{3j´1{3. (4.48)
Proof. The bounds (4.45) and (4.48) were proved in Theorem 3.8 of [58]. With (4.45), we follow the proof
of Theorem 2.13 in [22] to get that
|λj ´ γj | ă n´2{3
”
j´1{3 ` 1
´
j ď nε
´
1` nη3{2l pγjq
¯¯ı
` n2{3η2l pγjqj´2{3 ` ηlpγjq. (4.49)
With (4.44) and κγj „ pj{nq2{3, it is easy to show that
nη
3{2
l pγjq À n´1{8 ` j1{2n´1{4, n2{3η2l pγjqj´2{3 À n´2{3j´1{3.
Together with (4.49), we get (4.47) since ε can be arbitrarily small.
Away from the support of ρc, i.e. for Re z ą λr, the anisotropic local law can be strengthened as follows.
Theorem 4.10 (Anisotropic local law outside of the spectrum). Suppose the Assumptions 2.1 and 2.5 hold.
Fix any ε ą 0. Then for any
z P Soutpς2, εq :“
!
E ` iη : λr ` n´2{3`ε ď E ď ς2λr, η P r0, 1s
)
, (4.50)
and any deterministic unit vectors u,v P CI, we have the anisotropic local law
|xu, GpX, zqvy ´ xu,Πpzqvy| ă
d
Imm2cpzq
nη
— n´1{2pκ` ηq´1{4. (4.51)
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Proof. The second step of (4.51) follows from (4.10). Moreover, for η ě η0 :“ n´1{2κ1{4 and κ ě n´2{3`ε, it
is easy to verify that
n1{2Ψ2pzq ď n´1{6, 1
nη
À
d
Imm2cpzq
nη
.
Then by (4.40), we have that (4.51) holds for z P Soutpς2, εq with η ě η0. Hence it remains to prove that for
z P Soutpς2, εq with 0 ď η ď η0, we have
|xv, GpX, zqvy ´ xv,Πpzqvy| ă n´1{2κ´1{4, (4.52)
for any deterministic unit vector v P Cp`n. Note that (4.52) implies (4.51) by polarization identity.
Now fix any z “ E ` iη P Soutpς2, εq with η ď η0. We denote z0 :“ E ` iη0. With (4.52) at z0, it suffices
to prove that
xv, pΠpzq ´Πpz0qqvy ă n´1{2κ´1{4, (4.53)
and
xv, pGpzq ´Gpz0qqvy ă n´1{2κ´1{4. (4.54)
With (4.12), to prove (4.53) it is enough to show that
|m1cpzq ´m1cpz0q| ` |m2cpzq ´m2cpz0q| ă n´1{2κ´1{4. (4.55)
Using (4.23), we obtain that
|m1cpzq ´m1cpz0q| À z ´ z0|z0 ´ λr|1{2 ď n
´1{2κ´1{4.
We can deal with the m2c term in the same way. This finishes the proof of (4.53).
For (4.54), we write v “
ˆ
v1
v2
˙
and use (4.32)-(4.33). The upper left block gives that
|xv1, pGpzq ´Gpz0qqv1y| ď
pÿ
k“1
η0|xv1, ξky|2
rpE ´ λkq2 ` η2s1{2 rpE ´ λkq2 ` η20s1{2
. (4.56)
Here and throughout the rest of this paper, we will always identify vectors v1 and v2 with their embeddingsˆ
v1
0
˙
and
ˆ
0
v2
˙
, respectively. By (4.47), we have for any k, E ´ λk ě E ´ λ1 " η0 with high probability.
Using the notations in (4.4), we can bound (4.56) by
|xv1, pGpzq ´Gpz0qqv1y| À
pÿ
k“1
η0|xv1, ξky|2
pE ´ λkq2 ` η20
“ ImGv1v1pz0q ă n´1{2κ´1{4 ` ImΠv1v1pz0q ă n´1{2κ´1{4,
where in the third step we used (4.40), and in the last step we used (4.34), (4.12) and (4.10) to get
ImΠv1v1pz0q ă
η0?
κ` η0 ă n
´1{2κ´1{4.
Similarly, for the upper right block we have
|xv1, pGpzq ´Gpz0qqv2y| ă
ˇˇˇ
1´ pzz´10 q1{2
ˇˇˇ
|xv1, Gpzqv2y| `
p^nÿ
k“1
η0 |xv1, ξkyxζk,v2y|
|λk ´ z||λk ´ z0|
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ă η0 `
p^nÿ
k“1
η0 |xv1, ξky|2
|λk ´ z0|2 `
p^nÿ
k“1
η0 |v2, ζky|2
|λk ´ z0|2 “ η0 ` ImGv1v1pz0q ` ImGv2v2pz0q ă n
´1{2κ´1{4.
The lower left and lower right blocks can be handled in the same way. This proves (4.54), which completes
the proof.
The anisotropic local law (4.40) implies the following delocalization properties of eigenvectors.
Lemma 4.11 (Isotropic delocalization of eigenvectors). Suppose (4.40) and (4.47) hold. Then we have the
following estimates for any fixed constant 0 ă ς ă ς1.
(1) For any deterministic unit vectors u P CI1 and v P CI2 , we have
|xu, ξky|2 ` |xv, ζky|2 ă n´1 ` ηlpγkq
ˆ
k
n
˙1{3
, (4.57)
for all k such that λr ´ ς ď γk ď λr, where ηlpγkq “ Opn´3{4 ` n´5{6k1{3q.
(2) For any integers k1 ă k2 satisfying
λr ´ ς ď γk1 , γk2 ď λr, n´1{12 ` n´1{6k1{31 ă k2{32 ´ k2{31 , (4.58)
we have
1
k2 ´ k1
k2ÿ
k“k1
”
|xu, ξky|2 ` |xv, ζky|2
ı
ă n´1. (4.59)
(3) If we have (a) (2.37) holds, or (b) either A or B is diagonal, then we have
max
k:λr´ςďγkďλr
!
|xu, ξky|2 ` |xv, ζky|2
)
ă n´1. (4.60)
Proof. By (4.47) and (4.44), it is easy to show that |λk ´ γk|{γk ! 1 with high probability, which gives that
ηlpλkq “ ηlpγkqp1 ` op1qq with high probability. In particular, zk :“ λk ` inεηlpγkq P rSpς1, ς2, εq with high
probability for every k such that λr ´ ς ď γk ď λr. Then using the spectral decomposition (4.32), we get
nÿ
k“1
nεηlpγkq|xv, ζky|2
pλk ´ Eq2 ` n2εη2l pγkq
“ Im xv, Gpz0qvy. (4.61)
Choosing E “ λk in (4.61) and using (4.40), we obtain that
|xv, ζky|2 ď Cnεηlpγkq Im xv, Gpz0qvy ă nεηlpγkq
„
Imm2cpλk ` inεηlpγkqq ` 1
n1`εηlpγkq

. (4.62)
With (4.10), (4.47) and κγk „ pk{nq2{3, we can bound that
Imm2cpλk ` inεηlpγkqq ă
˜ˆ
k
n
˙2{3
` n´2{3k´1{3 ` nεηlpγkq
¸1{2
ď C
ˆ
k
n
˙1{3
.
Plugging it into (4.62), we obtain that
|xv, ζky|2 ă n´1 ` nεηlpγkq
ˆ
k
n
˙1{3
.
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Since ε is arbitrary, we get (4.57) for |xv, ζky|2. In a similar way, we can prove (4.57) for |xu, ξky|2. The
proof for (4.60) is the same, except that we can take zk :“ λk ` in´1`ε P S0pς1, ς2, εq in this case.
In order to proved (4.59), we set
z “ E ` iη, E :“ γk1 , η :“ nεpγk1 ´ γk2q „ nε
˜ˆ
k2
n
˙2{3
´
ˆ
k1
n
˙2{3¸
.
Under the condition (4.58), we know that nεηlpEq À η. Then we have
k2ÿ
k“k1
|xu, ξky|2 ă
k2ÿ
k“k1
η2 |xu, ξky|2
pλk ´ Eq2 ` η2 ă ηxu, ImGpzquy ă η
ˆ
1
nη
` Imm2cpzq
˙
ă n´1 ` n´1`3ε{2
´
k
2{3
2 ´ k2{31
¯3{2
` n´1`ε
´
k
2{3
2 ´ k2{31
¯
k1
1{3
ă n´1`3ε{2pk2 ´ k1q,
where in the first step we used (4.47) to conclude that with high probability,
|λk ´ E| ă ηlpEq `
ˆ
k
n
˙2{3
´
ˆ
k1
n
˙2{3
ă η,
in the third step the local law (4.40) and Imxu,Πuy “ OpImm2cpzqq, in the fourth step (4.10) and κ „
pk1{nq1{3, and in the last step the elementary inequalities
k
2{3
2 ´ k2{31 ď pk2 ´ k1q2{3, k2{32 ´ k2{31 ď k´1{31 pk2 ´ k1q. (4.63)
Similarly, we can bound the
řk2
k“k1 |xv, ζky|
2 term. Since ε ą 0 is arbitrary, we conclude (4.59).
Before concluding this section, we give the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. By Theorem 2.12, under Assumption 3.1 we have that
rλαpiq “ g2cp´prσai q´1q `Oăpn´1{2q. (4.64)
Moreover, this shows that rλαpiq ´ λr Á 1 with high probability. Together with (4.16) and Theorem 4.10, we
obtain from (4.64) that
rσai “ ´m´12c prλαpiqq `Oăpn´1{2q “ ´m´12 prλαpiqq `Oăpn´1{2q. (4.65)
Since rB is an ln-rank perturbation of the identity matrix, with Theorem 4.10 and (2.15) , we obtain that
m2prλαpiqq “ 1
n
TrG2prλαpiqq `Oăplnn´1{2q. (4.66)
Finally, using Theorem 2.13 and the fact that |rλν ´ rλαpiq| Á 1 with high probability for all ν ě r` s` 1, we
obtain that
1
n
TrG2prλαpiqq “ 1
n
nÿ
ν“r`s`1
1rλνp rQ2q ´ rλαpiq `Oăpn´1q. (4.67)
Comibing (4.65)-(4.67), we conclude (3.5). The estimate (3.6) can be proved in the same way.
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5 Outlier eigenvalues
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.12 and Theorem 2.13. The argument is an extension of the ones in [8,
Section 4] and [29, Section 6]. The proof consists of the following three steps.
(i) We first find the permissible regions which contain all the eigenvalues of rQ1 with high probability.
(ii) Then we apply a counting argument to a special case (such as a case where the Assumption 3.2
holds), and show that each connected component of the permissible region contains the right number
of eigenvalues of rQ1.
(iii) Finally we use a continuity argument to extend the result in (ii) to the general case using the gaps in
the permissible regions.
Our proof is more complicated than the ones in [8, Section 4] and [29, Section 6], since we need to keep track
of two types of outliers from the spikes of either rA or rB.
5.1 Outlier locations
As in (4.29), we introduce the following linearization of the spiked separable covariance matrices rQ1,2:
rHpX, zq “ z1{2˜ 0 rA1{2X rB1{2rB1{2X˚ rA1{2 0
¸
, z P C` Y R.
Note that the non-zero eigenvalues of z´1{2 rH is given by
˘
b
λ1p rQ1q, ˘bλ2p rQ1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ˘bλp^np rQ1q.
Hence it is easy to see that x ą 0 is an eigenvalue of rQ1 if and only if
det
´ rHpX, xq ´ x¯ “ 0. (5.1)
With the notations in (2.11), we can write
rHpX, zq “ PHpX, zqP, P “ ˜p1` V ao DapV ao q˚q1{2 0
0
`
1` V boDbpV bo q˚
˘1{2
¸
. (5.2)
We introduce the pp` nq ˆ pr ` sq matrix U and the pr ` sq ˆ pr ` sq diagonal matrix D as
U “
ˆ
V ao 0
0 V bo
˙
, D “
ˆ
DapDa ` 1q´1 0
0 DbpDb ` 1q´1
˙
. (5.3)
The next lemma gives the master equation for the locations of the outlier eigenvalues.
Lemma 5.1. If x ‰ 0 is not an eigenvalue of Q1, then it is an eigenvalue of rQ1 if and only if
det
`
D´1 ` xU˚GpxqU˘ “ 0. (5.4)
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Proof. Since P is always invertible, by (5.1) x ‰ 0 is an eigenvalue of rH “ PHP if and only if
0 “ detpPHP ´ xq “ det
´
P pH ´ P´2xqP
¯
“ detpP 2qdetpGpxqqdet `1` xGpxqp1 ´ P´2q˘
“ detpP 2qdetpGpxqqdet p1` xGpxqUDU˚q “ detpP 2qdetpGpxqqdet
´
1` xU˚GpxqUD
¯
“ detpP 2qdetpGpxqqdetpDqdetpD´1 ` xU˚GpxqUq,
where in the second step we used detp1`ABq “ detp1`BAq. The claim then follows.
Heuristically, by (5.4), (4.51) and (4.34), an outlier location x ą λr almost satisfies the equation
detpD´1 ` xU˚ΠpxqUq “ 0 ñ
rź
i“1
ˆ
dai ` 1
dai
´ 1
1`m2cpxqσai
˙ sź
µ“1
˜
dbµ ` 1
dbµ
´ 1
1`m1cpxqσbµ
¸
“ 0.
Since p1`m2cpxqσai q´1 is a monotonically decreasing function in x for x ą λr, hence the equation
1` pdai q´1 ´ p1`m2cpxqσai q´1 “ 0
has a solution on the right of λr if and only if
dai ` 1
dai
ă 1
1`m2cpλrqσai
ô rσai ą ´m´12c pλrq.
We can do a similar calculation for rσbµ. This explains the conditions in (2.26).
Proof of Theorem 2.12. By Theorem 4.7, Theorem 4.9 and Theorem 4.10, for any fixed ε ą 0 we can choose
a high-probability event Ξ in which the following estimates hold:
1pΞq‖U˚pGpzq ´ΠpzqqU‖ ď nε{2Ψpzq, for z P rSpς1, ς2, εq; (5.5)
1pΞq‖U˚pGpzq ´ΠpzqqU‖ ď n´1{2`ε{2κ´1{4, for z P Soutpς2, εq, (5.6)
1pΞq |λipQ1q ´ λr | ď n´2{3`ε, for 1 ď i ď ̟. (5.7)
We remark that the randomness of X only comes into play to ensure that Ξ holds with high probability.
The rest of the proof is restricted to Ξ only, and will be entirely deterministic.
For any fixed constant ε ą 0, we define the index sets
Opaqε :“
!
i : rσai `m´12c pλrq ě n´1{3`ε) , Opbqε :“ tµ : µ ď µεu, (5.8)
where
µε :“ sup
#
1 ď µ´ p ď s` : θ2prσbµq ě inf
iPOpaqε
θ1prσai q
+
.
Notice that we have
sup
µROpbqε
`rσbµ `m´11c pλrq˘ À n´1{3`ε, inf
µPOpbqε
`rσbµ `m´11c pλrq˘ Á n´1{3`ε.
Here we have defined the set of indices such that
sup
iROpaqε
θ1prσai q ď inf
µPOpbqε
θ2prσbµq, sup
µROpbqε
θ2prσbµq ď inf
iPOpaqε
θ1prσai q.
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This will simplify the labelling of indices: we can label the largest outliers of the rQ1 according to the indices
i P Opaqε and µ P Opbqε —the other spikes will only give smaller outliers.
One can see that to prove (2.32)-(2.34), it suffices to prove that for arbitrarily small constant ε ą 0, there
exists a constant C ą 0 such that
1pΞq
ˇˇˇrλαpiq ´ θ1prσai qˇˇˇ ď Cn´1{2`2ε∆1prσai q, 1pΞq ˇˇˇrλβpµq ´ θ2prσbµqˇˇˇ ď Cn´1{2`2ε∆2prσbµq, (5.9)
for all i P Opaq4ε and µ P Opbq4ε , and
|rλαpiq ´ λr| ď Cn´2{3`12ε, |rλβpµq ´ λr| ď Cn´2{3`12ε, (5.10)
for all i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ruzOpaq4ε and µ P tp` 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p` suzOpbq4ε .
Step 1: Our first step is to show that on Ξ, there exist no eigenvalues outside the neighborhoods of the
classical outlier locations θ1prσai q and θ2prσbµq. For each 1 ď i ď r`, we define the permissible interval
I
paq
i ” Ipaqi pDa, Dbq :“
”
θ1prσai q ´ n´1{2`ε∆1prσai q, θ1prσai q ` n´1{2`ε∆1prσai qı .
Similarly for each 1 ď µ´ p ď s`, we define the permissible interval
Ipbqµ ” Ipbqµ pDa, Dbq :“
”
θ2prσbµq ´ n´1{2`ε∆2prσbµq, θ2prσbµq ` n´1{2`ε∆2prσbµqı .
We then define
I ” IpDa, Dbq :“ I0 Y
´ ď
iPOpaqε
I
paq
i
¯
Y
´ ď
µPOpbqε
Ipbqµ
¯
, I0 :“
”
0, λr ` n´2{3`3ε
ı
. (5.11)
We claim the following result.
Lemma 5.2. The complement of IpDa, Dbq contains no eigenvalues of rQ1.
Proof. By (5.4), (5.7) and (5.6), we see that x R I0 is an eigenvalue of rQ1 if and only if
1pΞqpD´1 ` xU˚GpxqUq “ 1pΞq
´
D´1 ` xU˚ΠpxqU `Opκ´1{4n´1{2`ε{2q
¯
, (5.12)
is singular. To prove the claim, it suffices to show that if x R I, then
min
#
min
1ďiďr
ˇˇˇˇ
dai ` 1
dai
´ 1
1`m2cpxqσai
ˇˇˇˇ
, min
1ďµ´pďs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇdbµ ` 1dbµ ´ 11`m1cpxqσbµ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
+
" κ´1{4x n´1{2`ε{2. (5.13)
If (5.13) holds, then the smallest singular value of pD´1 ` xU˚ΠpxqUq is much larger than κ´1{4x n´1{2`ε{2,
and the matrices in (5.12) has to be non-singular. Note that for x ą λr, we haveˇˇˇˇ
dai ` 1
dai
´ 1
1`m2cpxqσai
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
1
1`m2cpθ1prσai qqσai ´ 11`m2cpxqσai
ˇˇˇˇ
“ O p|m2cpxq ´m2cpθprσai qq|q ,
where we used (4.12) in the last step.
For any 1 ď i ď r, we claim that
|x´ θ1prσai q| ě n´1{2`ε∆1prσai q for all x R I. (5.14)
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In fact, (5.14) is true for i P Opaqε by definition. For i R Opaqε , we have rσai `m´12c pλrq ď n´1{3`ε and by (4.13),
θ1prσipaqq ´ λr À n´2{3`2ε ! n´2{3`3ε.
Now to prove (5.13), we first assume that there exists a constant c ą 0 such that θ1prσai q R rx´cκx, x`cκxs.
Then since m2c is monotonically increasing on pλr,`8q, we have that
|m2cpxq ´m2cpθ1prσai qq| ě |m2cpxq ´m2cpx˘ cκxq| „ κ1{2x " n´1{2`ε{2κ´1{4x ,
where we used (4.14) in the second step, and κx ě n´2{3`3ε for x R I0 in the last step. On the other hand,
suppose θ1prσai q P rx´ cκx, x` cκxs such that θ1prσai q ´ λr „ κx. With (4.13) and rσai `m´12c pλrq ě n´1{3`ε,
it is easy to show that
θ1prσai q ´ λr „ ∆1prσai q4 " n´1{2`ε∆1prσai q.
Together with (4.16), we have that
|m12cpξq| „ |m12cpθ1prσai qq| „ prσai `m´12c pλrqq´1 “ r∆1prσai qs´2
for ξ P Ipaqi . Since m2c is monotonically increasing on pλr,`8q, we get that for x R Ipaqi ,
|m2cpxq ´m2cpθ1prσai qq| ě |m2cpθprσai q ˘ n´1{2`ε∆1prσai qq ´m2cpθprσai qq| „ n´1{2`ε r∆1prσai qs´1
„ n´1{2`ε pθ1prσai q ´ λrq´1{4 „ n´1{2`εκ´1{4x " n´1{2`ε{2κ´1{4x ,
where we used (4.13) in the third step. The dbµ term can be handled in the same way. This proves (5.13).
Step 2: In this step we will show that each I
paq
i , i P Opaqε , or Ipbqµ , µ P Opbqε , contains the right number of
eigenvalues of rQ1, under a special case; see (5.16) below. For simplicity, we relabel the indices in Opaqε YOpbqε
as rσ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rσrε , and call them ε-spikes. Moreover, we assume that they correspond to classical locations of
outliers as x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xrε (some of them are determined by θ1, while others are given by θ2), such that
x1 ě x2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě xrε . (5.15)
The corresponding permissible intervals I
paq
i and I
pbq
µ are relabelled as Ii, 1 ď i ď rε. In this step, we consider
a special configuration x ” xp0q :“ px1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xrεq of the outliers that is independent of n and satisfies
x1 ą x2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą xrε ą λr. (5.16)
In this step, we claim that each Iipxq, 1 ď i ď rε, contains precisely one eigenvalue of rQ1. Fix any
1 ď i ď rε and pick up a small n-independent positively oriented closed contour C Ă C{r0, λrs that encloses
xi but no other point of the set txiurεi“1. Define two functions
hpzq :“ detpD´1 ` zU˚GpzqUq, lpzq “ detpD´1 ` zU˚ΠpzqUq.
The functions h, l are holomorphic on and inside C when n is sufficiently large by (5.7). Moreover, by the
construction of C, the function l has precisely one zero inside C at xi. By (5.6), we have
min
zPC
|lpzq| Á 1, |hpzq ´ lpzq| “ Opn´1{2`ε{2q.
The claim then follows from Rouche´’s theorem.
Step 3: In order to extend the results in Step 2 to arbitrary n-dependent configuration xn, we shall employ
a continuity argument as in [29, Section 6.5]. We first choose an n-independent xp0q that satisfies (5.16).
We then choose a continuous (n-dependent) path of the eigenvalues of Da and Db, which gives a continuous
path of the configurations pxptq : 0 ď t ď 1q that connects xp0q and xp1q “ xn. Correspondingly, we have a
continuous path of eigenvalues trλiptquni“1. We require that xptq satisfies the following properties.
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(i) For all t P r0, 1s, the eigenvalues of Daptq and Dbptq are all non-negative.
(ii) For all t P r0, 1s, the number rε of ε-spikes is unchanged and we denote them by rσ1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rσrεptq.
Moreover, we always have the following order of the outliers: x1ptq ě x2ptq ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě xrεptq.
(iii) For all t P r0, 1s, we denote the permissible intervals as Iiptq. If Iip1q X Ijp1q “ H for 1 ď i ă j ď rε,
then Iiptq X Ijptq “ H for all t P r0, 1s. The interval I0 in (5.11) is unchanged along the path.
It is easy to see that such a path xptq exists. With a bootstrap argument along the path xptq, we can prove
the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3. On the event Ξ, the estimate (5.9) holds for the configuration xp1q.
Proof. Along the path, we denote the corresponding separable covariance matrices as rQ1ptq, with eigenvalues
trλiptqu. We define Iptq :“ I0 Y pY1ďiďrε Iiptqq. Combining Step 1 and Step 2 above, we obtain that on Ξ,
rλip0q P Iip0q, 1 ď i ď rε, and rλip0q P I0, i ě rε. (5.17)
To apply a continuity argument, recall that we have shown that all the eigenvalues of rQ1ptq lie in Iptq for
all t P r0, 1s. Moreover, since t ÞÑ rQ1ptq is continuous, we find that rλiptq is continuous in t P r0, 1s for all i.
During the proof, we shall call i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rεu a type-a index if rσi “ rσaki for some ki. Otherwise, we shall call
i a type-b index. Note that if the rε intervals are disjoint when t “ 1, then they are disjoint for all t P r0, 1s
by property (iii) of the path. Together with (5.17) and the continuity of rλiptq, we conclude that
rλiptq P Iiptq, 1 ď i ď rε,
for all t P r0, 1s.
Now we consider the general case where some of the intervals are not disjoint. Let B denote the finest
partition of t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rεu such that i and j belong to the same block of B if Iip1q X Ijp1q ‰ H. Denote by Bi
the block of B that contains i. Note that elements of Bi are sequences of consecutive integers. We now pick
any 1 ď i ď r4ε and let j P Bi such that it is not the smallest index in Bi. Our first task is to estimate
xj´1p1q ´ xjp1q. We claim that there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
xj ´ xj´1 ď Cn´1{2`ε∆prσjq, ∆prσjq :“
#
∆1prσjq, if j is of type-a
∆2prσjq, if j is of type-b . (5.18)
Without loss of generality, we assume that j is a type-a index. Let ξ ě rσj be a value such that θ1pξq ”
g2cp´ξ´1q P Ijp1q. Then we have
min
ζPrrσj ,ξs g12cp´ζ´1q
`rσ´1j ´ ξ´1˘ ď g2cp´ξ´1q ´ g2cp´rσ´1j q ď Cn´1{2`ε∆1prσjq.
By (4.17), this implies that
ξ ´ rσj À n´1{2`ε `rσj `m´12c pλrq˘´1{2 .
Thus we get that
∆1pξq “ ∆1prσjqˆ1` ξ ´ rσjrσj `m´12c pλrq
˙1{2
ď ∆1prσjq´1` n´1{2`ε `rσj `m´12c pλrq˘´3{2¯ ď ∆1prσjq p1` op1qq ,
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where in the last step we used that that rσj P Opaqε defined in (5.8). With the same arguments, we can also
prove that for ξ ď rσj´1,#
∆1prσj´1q ď ∆1pξqp1 ` op1qq, if rσj´1 is of type-a and θ1pξq P Ij´1p1q,
∆2prσj´1q ď ∆2pξqp1 ` op1qq, if rσj´1 is of type-b and θ2pξq P Ij´1p1q.
Now we pick x P Ijp1q X Ij´1p1q, and denote ξ1 :“ ´m´12c pxq and ξ2 :“ ´m´11c pxq. Note that we have
x “ θ1pξ1q “ θ2pξ2q, and
∆1pξ1q “ pm´12c pλrq ´m´12c pxqq1{2 „ κ1{4x „ pm´11c pλrq ´m´11c pxqq1{2 “ ∆2pξ2q, (5.19)
where we used (4.14) in the second and third steps. Then if pj ´ 1q is of type-a, we have
∆1prσj´1q ď ∆1pξ1qp1 ` op1qq ď ∆1prσjqp1` op1qq.
If pj ´ 1q is of type-b, then using (5.19) we can obtain that
∆2prσj´1q ď ∆2pξ2qp1` op1qq À ∆1pξ1q ď ∆1prσjqp1 ` op1qq.
This proves the claim (5.18).
Repeating the estimate (5.18) for all the remaining j P Bi, since |Bi| is trivially bounded by r ` s, we
obtain that
diam
˜ ď
jPBi
Ijp1q
¸
ď Cn´1{2`ε∆prσmaxtj:jPBiuq ď Cn´1{2`ε∆prσiq. (5.20)
On the other hand, since i P Opaq4ε YOpbq4ε , by (4.13) we have that
θ1prσiq ´ λr ´ diam
˜ ď
jPBi
Ijp1q
¸
ě c∆prσiq4 ´ Cn´1{2`ε∆prσiq " n´2{3`3ε.
Hence there is a gap between the right of I0 and the left of
Ť
jPBi Ijp1q. Then by (5.17), property (iii) of the
path and the continuity of the eigenvalues along the path, we obtain that
rλiptq P ď
jPBi
Ijptq, 1 ď i ď r4ε, (5.21)
for all t P r0, 1s. This proves (5.9) by (5.20).
Step 4: Finally, we consider the non-outlier eigenvalues, i.e. eigenvalues corresponding to i R Opaqε YOpbqε .
First, we fix a configuration xp0q satisfying (5.16). By Step 2, (5.7) and Lemma 4.2, we have
rλip0q P I0, and rλip0q ě λr ´ n´2{3`ε. (5.22)
The above two estimates give that |rλip0q ´ λr| ď n´2{3`3ε. Next we employ a similar continuity argument
as in Step 3. For t P r0, 1s, by (5.7) and Lemma 4.2, we always have that
λiptq ě λr ´ n´2{3`ε, i ě r` ` s` ` 1. (5.23)
As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, if I0 is disjoint from the other Ij ’s, then by the continuity of rλiptq and Lemma
5.2, we can conclude that rλiptq P I0ptq for all t P r0, 1s. Otherwise, we again consider the partition B as in
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the proof of Lemma 5.3, and let B0 be the block of B that contains i. With the same arguments as in the
proof of Lemma 5.3, we can prove that
I0p1q Y
˜ ď
jPB0
Ijp1q
¸
Ă r0, λr ` 2n´2{3`3εs.
Then using (5.22), (5.23) and the continuity of the eigenvalues along the path, we obtain thatˇˇˇrλiptq ´ λr ˇˇˇ ď 2n´2{3`3ε, rε ă i ď r ` s,
for all t P r0, 1s. Obviously, we can apply the same arguments to r4ε ă i ď r ` s by replacing I0p1q with
r0, λr ` n´2{3`12εs, and hence conclude (5.10). This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.12.
5.2 Eigenvalue Sticking
In this section, we prove the eigenvalue sticking result, i.e. Theorem 2.13. By Theorem 2.12, Theorem 4.7,
Theorem 4.9, Theorem 4.10 and Lemma 4.11, for any fixed ε ą 0, we can choose the high-probability event
Ξ in which (5.5)-(5.7) and the following estimates hold:
1pΞq|rλi ´ λr | ď n´2{3`ε{2, for r` ` s` ` 1 ď i ď ̟, (5.24)
for some fixed large integer ̟ ě r ` s;
1pΞq|λi ´ γi| ď i´1{3n´2{3`ε{2 ` nε{2ηlpγiq, for i ď τp; (5.25)
for k1 ă k2 satisfying
n´1{12 ` n´1{6k1{31 ď nε{20k´1{32 pk2 ´ k1q, (5.26)
we have
1pΞq 1
k1 ´ k2
k2ÿ
k“k1
”
|xu, ξky|2 ` |xv, ζky|2
ı
ď n´1`ε{20 (5.27)
for u,v in some given set of deterministic vectors of cardinality nOp1q. Again the randomness of X only
comes into play to ensure that Ξ holds with high probability. The rest of the proof is restricted to Ξ only,
and will be entirely deterministic.
Our strategy is similar to the one described at the beginning of Section 5. We first find the permissible
region. For any i, we define the set
Ωi :“
!
x P rλi´r´s´1, λr ` c0n´2{3`2εs : dist
´
x, SpecpQ1q
¯
ą n´1`εα´1` ` nεηlpxq
)
, (5.28)
where SpecpQ1q stands for the spectrum of Q1 and c0 ą 0 is some small constant.
Lemma 5.4. For α` ě n´1{3`ε and i ď n1´2εα3`, there exists a constant c0 ą 0 such that the set Ωi
contains no eigenvalue of rQ1.
Proof. In the proof, we always use the following parameters
ηx :“ n´1`εα´1` ` nεηlpxq, zx “ x` iηx. (5.29)
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Suppose x P Ωi. We now apply a similar argument as in (5.13). We first claim that for any u “
ˆ
u1
u2
˙
and
v “
ˆ
v1
v2
˙
with u1,v1 P CI1 and u2,v2 P CI2 , we have
|Gu vpzxq ´Gu vpxq| À
2ÿ
i“1
rImGui uipzxq ` ImGvi vipzxqs , x P Ωi. (5.30)
As in the proof for Theorem 4.10, we identify vectors ui and vi with their natural embeddings in C
I .
We now prove (5.30) using (4.32) and (4.33). For the terms with Gu1 v2p¨q, we have
|Gu1 v2pzxq ´Gu1 v2pxq| À ηx|Gu1 v2pzxq| `
p^nÿ
k“1
a
λk |xu1, ξkyxζk,v2y|
ˇˇˇˇ
ηx
pλk ´ x´ iηxqpλk ´ xq
ˇˇˇˇ
À
ÿ
k
´
|xu1, ξky|2 ` |xζk,v2y|2
¯ ηx
pλk ´ xq2 ` pηxq2 “ ImGu1 u1pzxq ` ImGv2 v2pzxq,
where in the second step we used the definition of Ωi. For the rest of the cases with Gu1 v1p¨q, Gu2 v1p¨q and
Gu2 v2p¨q, the proof is similar.
Now using (4.10), (5.5) and (5.30), we obtain that
detpD´1 ` xU˚GpxqUq “ detpD´1 ` zxU˚GpzxqU` xU˚pGpxq ´GpzxqqU ´ iηxU˚GpzxqUq
“ det
´
D´1 ` zxU˚ΠpzxqU`O
´
ηx ` nε{2Ψpzxq ` Imm2cpzxq
¯¯
“ det
ˆ
D´1 ` zxU˚ΠpzxqU `O
ˆ
nε{2 Imm2cpzxq ` n
ε{2
nηx
˙˙
, (5.31)
where in the second step we also used that
max
"
max
1ďiďr
ImΠva
i
v
a
i
, max
p`1ďµďp`s
ImΠ
v
b
µ v
b
µ
*
„ Imm2cpzxq
due to (4.12), and in the last step we used
Ψpzxq À Imm2cpzxq ` pnηxq´1.
Therefore, by Lemma 5.1, we conclude that x is not an eigenvalue of rQ1 if
min
#
min
1ďjďr
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇdaj ` 1daj ´ 11`m2cpxqσaj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ , min1ďµ´pďs
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇdbµ ` 1dbµ ´ 11`m1cpxqσbµ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
+
" nε{2 Imm2cpzxq` n
ε{2
nηx
. (5.32)
For any 1 ď j ď r, we have
daj ` 1
daj
´ 1
1`m2cpxqσaj
“ 1`m2cpxqrσaj
daj p1`m2cpxqσaj q
. (5.33)
Since i ď n1´2εα3`, by (5.25) we have
´ c0n´2{3`2ε ď λr ´ x À
ˆ
i
n
˙2{3
` i´1{3n´2{3`ε{2 ` nε{2ηlpγiq À n´4ε{3α2`, x P Ωi, (5.34)
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where we also used γi „ pi{nq2{3, α` ě n´1{3`ε and (4.44). Then by (2.25), we have
|m2cpxq ´m2cpλrq| ď Cn´2ε{3α` ! α`, x P Ωi X tx : x ď λru.
and
|m2cpxq ´m2cpλrq| ď C?c0n´1{3`ε ď C?c0α`, x P Ωi X tx : x ą λru
for some constant C independent of c0. Plugging the above two estimates into (5.33) and using |rσaj `
m´12c pλrq| ě α` by (2.35), we obtain thatˇˇˇˇ
ˇdaj ` 1daj ´ 11`m2cpxqσaj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Á α`
as long as c0 is sufficiently small. On the other hand, using (4.10), (5.29) and (5.34), we can verify that
nε{2 Imm2cpzxq ` n
ε{2
nηx
À nε{2?κx ` ηx ` n
ε{2
nηx
! α`, x P Ωi X tx : x ď λru,
and
nε{2 Imm2cpzxq ` n
ε{2
nηx
À nε{2 ηx?
κx ` ηx `
nε{2
nηx
! α`, x P Ωi X tx : x ą λru.
This proves (5.32) (where the dbµ terms can be handled in the same way).
Now we perform a counting argument for a special case. More precisely, we have the following lemma.
We postpone its proof until we finish the proof of Theorem 2.13.
Lemma 5.5. We fix a configuration x ” xp0q :“ px1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xr`sq of the outliers that is independent of n
and satisfies
x1 ą x2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą xr`s ą λr. (5.35)
For α` ě n´1{3`2ε and i ď n1´4εα3`, we have that
|rλi`r`s ´ λi| ď n´1`2εα´1` ` n3εηlpγiq. (5.36)
Proof of Theorem 2.13. First, we consider the case with α` ě n´1{3`2ε and i ď n1´4εα3`. We shall apply a
similar continuity argument as in Step 4 of the proof of Theorem 2.12 in Section 5.1. We define
rI0 :“ !x P r0, λr ` c0n´2{3`2εs : dist px, SpecpQ1qq ď n´1`εα´1` ` nεηlpxq) .
Note that rI0 is a union of connected intervals. We again define a continuous path of configurations xptq such
that xp0q satisfies (5.35) and xp1q is the configuration we are interested in.
Note that by interlacing, Lemma 4.2, we have
λi ď rλiptq ď λi´r´s. (5.37)
By Lemma 5.5 and Lemma 5.4, we know
|rλi`r`sp0q ´ λi| ď n´1`2εα´1` ` n3εηlpγiq,
and
dist
´rλi`r`sptq, SpecpQ1q¯ ď n´1`εα´1` ` n3ε{2ηlpγiq, (5.38)
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where we used that
ηlprλi`r`sptqq ! nε{2ηlpγiq (5.39)
since rλi`r`sptq satisfies (5.37) and λi satisfies (5.25). In addition, by continuity of the eigenvalues, we know
that rλi`r`sptq is in the same connected component of rI0 as rλi`r`sp0q. Let Bi be the set of 1 ď j ď p such
that λi and λj are in the same connected component of rI0. Then we conclude that
rλi`r`sptq P ď
jPBi`r`s:|i`r`s´j|ďr`s
“
λj ´
`
n´1`2εα´1` ` n3εηlpλjq
˘
, λj `
`
n´1`2εα´1` ` n3εηlpλjq
˘‰
Ă
ď
jPBi`r`s:|i`r`s´j|ďr`s
“
λj ´
`
n´1`2εα´1` ` n4εηlpγiq
˘
, λj `
`
n´1`2εα´1` ` n4εηlpγiq
˘‰
where we again used estimates that are similar to (5.39). This gives thatˇˇˇrλi`r`sptq ´ λi ˇˇˇ ď 2pr ` sq `n´1`2εα´1` ` n4εηlpγiq˘ . (5.40)
when α` ě n´1{3`2ε and i ď n1´4εα3`.
Finally we consider the cases: α` ă n´1{3`2ε, or i ą n1´4εα3`. Suppose first that α` ă n´1{3`2ε, then
by (5.25) and Lemma 4.2, we obtain that
|rλi`r`s ´ λi| ď pr ` sq´i´1{3n´2{3`ε{2 ` nε{2ηlpγiq¯ ď pr ` sq´n´1`3εα´1` ` nε{2ηlpγiq¯ .
Similarly, if i ą n1´4εα3`, we have
|λi`r`s ´ λi| ď pr ` sq
´
i´1{3n´2{3`ε{2 ` nε{2ηlpγiq
¯
ď pr ` sq
´
n´1`2εα´1` ` nε{2ηlpγiq
¯
.
Together with (5.40), we finish the proof of (2.36) using (4.44), since ε ą 0 can be arbitrarily small.
For (2.38), the proof is exactly the same, except that we can set ηlpEq “ n´1 by using the stronger
anisotropic local law (4.40) for z P S0pς1, ς2, εq and the stronger rigidity estimate (4.48).
The strategy for the proof of Lemma 5.5 is an extension of the one for the proof of [29, Proposition 6.8].
We remark that in [29], the results are only proved for the eigenvalues near the edge with i ď plognqC log logn,
for some constant C ą 0. Here we will prove that the same results hold further into the bulk.
Proof of Lemma 5.5. If j is large enough such that j´1{3n´2{3 ď δn3ε{2ηlpγjq for some constant δ ą 0, then
we immediately obtain (5.36) by (5.25) and interlacing, Lemma 4.2. Hence in the following proof, we always
assume that the indices in the proof satisfy
n3ε{2ηlpγjq ď C1j´1{3n´2{3 ñ n´1{12 ` n´1{6j1{3 ď C2n´3ε{2j´1{3 (5.41)
for some constant C1, C2 ą 0.
In the first step, we group together the eigenvalues that are close to each other. More precisely, let
A “ tAku be the finest partition of t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pu such that i ă j belong to the same block of A if
|λi ´ λj | ď δpjq :“ n´1`7ε{6α´1` ` n7ε{6ηlpγjq.
Note that each block Ak of A consists of a sequence of consecutive integers. We order the blocks in the
descending order, i.e. if k ă l then λik ą λil for all ik P Ak and il P Al.
We first derive a bound on the sizes of the blocks near the edge with i ď α˚, where we denote α˚ “
maxtn1´4εα3`, j0u, where j0 is the largest integer such that the second estimate in (5.41) holds. We define
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k˚ such that α˚ P Ak˚ . For any k ď k˚, we take i ă j such that i and j both belong to the block Ak. Then
by (5.25) and Lemma 4.2, we find that for some constants c, C ą 0,
c
”
pj{nq2{3 ´ pi{nq2{3
ı
´ C
´
i´1{3n´2{3`ε{2 ` nε{2ηlpγjq
¯
ď λi ´ λj ď Cpj ´ iq
”
n´1`7ε{6α´1` ` n7ε{6ηlpγjq
ı
.
Now using (4.44), (4.63), (5.41) and j ď α˚, we obtain that
n´2{3j´1{3pj ´ iq ď Ci´1{3n´2{3`ε{2 ñ j ´ i ď Cpj{iq1{3nε{2. (5.42)
We claim that
|Ak| ď Cn3ε{4 for k “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k˚, (5.43)
and for any given ik P Ak,
|λi ´ γik | ď i´1{3n´2{3`ε for all i P Ak. (5.44)
We denote
mk :“ max
iPAk
i, lk :“ min
iPAk
i.
If i P Ak satisfies i ě mk{2, then (5.42) gives that mk ´ i ď Cnε{2. Using (4.63), we get that
|γi ´ γmk | ď Cnε{2i´1{3n´2{3.
On the other hand, if i P Ak satisfies i ď mk{2, then (5.42) gives that mk ´ i ď mk ď Cn3ε{4. Thus we get
|γi ´ γmk | ď |γ1 ´ γmk | ď Cn´2{3`ε{2 ď Ci´1{3n´2{3`3ε{4.
Together with (5.25) and (5.41), we obtain that
|λi ´ γik | ď |λi ´ γi| ` |γi ´ γmk | ` |γmk ´ γik |
ď i´1{3n´2{3`ε{2 ` nε{2ηlpγiq ` Cn3ε{4i´1{3n´2{3 ď i´1{3n´2{3`ε.
Combining the two cases, we obtain (5.43) and (5.44).
We are now ready to give the main argument. For any 1 ď k ď k˚, we denote
ak :“ min
iPAk
λi “ λmk , bk :“ max
iPAk
λi “ λlk .
We introduce a continuous path as
xkt “ p1´ tq
`
ak ´ δpmkq{3
˘` t `bk ` δplkq{3˘ t, t P r0, 1s. (5.45)
Note that xk0 “ ak ´ δpmkq{3 and xk1 “ bk ` δplkq{3. The interval rxk0 , xk1 s contains precisely the eigenvalues
of Q1 that are in Ak, and the endpoint x
k
0 (or x
k
1) is at a distance at least of the orders δpmkq{3 (or δplkq{3)
from any eigenvalue of Q1.
In order to avoid problems with exceptional events, we add some randomness to Da and Db. Recall that
their eigenvalues satisfy (5.35). Let ∆ be an pr ` sq ˆ pr ` sq Hermitian random matrix, which only has
nonzero entries in the upper left rˆ r block and the lower right sˆ s block. Moreover, we assume the upper
triangular entries of ∆ are independent and have an absolutely continuous law supported in the unit disk.
Following the notations in (5.2) and (5.3), for any ω ą 0, we define Da,ω and Db,ω such that
p rDωq´1 :“ D´1 ` ω∆.
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Correspondingly, we define rQω1,2 and
rHω “ PωHPω, P “ ˜p1` V ao Da,ωpV ao q˚q1{2 0
0
`
1` V boDb,ωpV bo q˚
˘1{2
¸
.
We shall take ω to be sufficiently small, say ω ď ce´n for some c Ñ 0. From now on, we use “almost
surely” to mean almost surely with respect to the randomness of ∆. Our main goal is to prove the following
proposition.
Proposition 5.6. For each ω ą 0, almost surely, there are at least |Ak| eigenvalues of rQω1 in rxk0 , xk1sz SpecpQ1q.
Before proving Proposition 5.6, we first show how to use it to conclude the proof of Lemma 5.5. By
taking ω Ñ 0 and using a standard perturbation argument, we deduce that
rQ1 has at least |Ak| eigenvalues in rxk0 , xk1s for 1 ď k ď k˚. (5.46)
Next, we will use the standard interlacing argument to show that rQ1 has at most |Ak| eigenvalues in rxk0 , xk1s.
By Lemma 4.2, we find that there are at most |A1| ` r` s eigenvalues of rQ1 in rx10,8q. Hence, by Theorem
2.12 and (5.46), there are exactly |A1| eigenvalues of rQ1 in rx10, x11s. Repeating this argument, we can show
that rQ1 has exact |Ak| eigenvalues in rxk0 , xk1s for all k “ 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , k˚. Moreover, by (5.43), we find that for
any i P Ak,
sup
!
|x´ λi| : i P Ak, x P rxk0 , xk1s
)
ď Cn3ε{4
´
n´1`7ε{6α´1` ` n7ε{6ηlpγmkq
¯
ď n´1`2εα´1` ` n2εηlpγmkq.
Together with ηlpγmkq ď nεηlpγiq, we conclude the proof of Lemma 5.5.
The proof of Proposition 5.6 is very similar to the argument in [29, Section 6.4]. We only prove the part
that is different from the proof there, and omit the rest of the details.
Proof of Proposition 5.6. For x R specpQ1q, we define
Mωpxq :“ D´1 ` ω∆` xU˚GpxqU.
By Lemma 5.1, we know that x P Specp rQω1 qz SpecpQ1q if and only if Mωpxq is singular.
We split G into PAkG ` PAckG according to whether i P Ak or i R Ak in the spectral decompositions
(4.32) and (4.33). For example, the upper left blocks of PAkG and PAckG are defined as
PAkGijpxq :“
ÿ
lPAk
ξlpiqξ˚l pjq
λl ´ x , PA
c
k
Gijpxq :“
ÿ
lRAk
ξlpiqξ˚l pjq
λl ´ x .
Similarly, we can define the other three blocks of PAkG and PAckG. Let x P rxk0 , xk1s and
zx “ x` iηx, ηx :“ n´1`7ε{6α´1` ` n7ε{6ηlpxq.
Then given any deterministic vectors u “
ˆ
u1
u2
˙
and v “
ˆ
v1
v2
˙
, similar to (5.30) we have
|PAc
k
Guvpzxq ´ PAc
k
Gu vpxq| À
2ÿ
i“1
rImGui uipzxq ` ImGvi vipzxqs . (5.47)
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For example, for the terms with Gu1 v2p¨q, we have
|PAc
k
Gu1 v2pzxq ´ PAckGu1 v2pxq| À ηx|Gu1 v2pzxq| `
ÿ
lRAk
a
λl |xu1, ξlyxζl,v2y|
ˇˇˇˇ
ηx
pλl ´ x´ iηxqpλl ´ xq
ˇˇˇˇ
À
ÿ
lRAk
´
|xu1, ξly|2 ` |xζl,v2y|2
¯ ηx
pλl ´ xq2 ` pηxq2 “ ImGu1 u1pzxq ` ImGv2 v2pzxq,
where in the second step we used that |x´ λl| Á ηx for any x P rxk0 , xk1s and l R Ak. For the rest of the cases
with Gu1 v1p¨q, Gu2 v1p¨q and Gu2 v2p¨q, the proof of (5.47) is similar. Moreover, we claim that
|PAkGuvpzxq| ď n´ε{3. (5.48)
For example, we have ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ÿ
lPAk
xu1, ξlyxξl,v1y
λl ´ zx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cn3ε{4η´1x n´1`ε{10 ! n´ε{3, (5.49)
where we used (5.43) and (5.27) (the condition (5.26) can be verified using (5.41)). For the rest of the cases
with Gu1 v2p¨q, Gu1 v2p¨q and Gu2 v2p¨q, the proof of (5.48) is similar. Then by a discussion similar to (5.31),
we have
Mωpxq “ xU˚PAkGpxqU ` xU˚pPAckGpxq ´ PAckGpzxqqU` pzx ` px´ zxqqU˚GpzxqU
´ xU˚PAkGpzxqU`D´1 ` ω∆
“ xU˚PAkGpxqU `D´1 ` ω∆` zxU˚ΠpzxqU`R0pxq
“ xU˚PAkGpxqU `D´1 ` ω∆` λrU˚ΠpλrqU `Rpxq, (5.50)
where
R0pxq “ O
´
ηx ` nε{2Ψpzxq ` Imm2cpzxq ` n´ε{3
¯
“ O
´
n´ε{3
¯
and
Rpxq “ R0pxq `Op
?
κx ` ηxq “ O
´
n´ε{3
¯
.
Moreover, Rpxq is real (since all the other terms in (5.50) are real), continuous in x on the extended real line
R, and independent of ∆.
The rest of the proof follows from a continuity argument, which is exactly the same as the proof in [29,
Section 6.4] between (6.27) and (6.28). We remark that the small ω∆ is used only in this proof to avoid
some problems with exceptional events. We omit the details. This finishes the proof of Proposition 5.6.
6 Outlier eigenvectors
In this section, we study the outlier eigenvectors. More precisely, we prove Theorem 2.15 under the following
stronger assumption.
Assumption 6.1. For some fixed small constant τ ą 0, we assume that for αpiq P S and βpµq P S,
rσai `m´12c pλrq ě n´1{3`τ , rσbµ `m´11c pλrq ě n´1{3`τ . (6.1)
The necessary argument to remove this assumption will be given in Section 7 after we finish the proof of
Theorem 2.19, since we need the delocalization bounds in Theorem 2.19. Thus the main goal of this section
is to prove the following weaker proposition.
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Proposition 6.2. Suppose the assumptions in Theorem 2.15 hold. Then under Assumption 6.1, we have
that for all i, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p,ˇˇˇˇ
xvai ,PS vaj y ´ δij1pαpiq P Sq
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσiq´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ă
1pαpiq P S, αpjq P Sq
n1{2
b
∆1prσai q∆1prσaj q
` 1
n
ˆ
1
δαpiqpSq
` 1pαpiq P Sq
∆1prσai q2
˙˜
1
δαpjqpSq
` 1pαpjq P Sq
∆1prσaj q2
¸
` 1pαpiq P S, αpjq R Sq∆1prσai q
n1{2δαpjqpSq
` piØ jq,
(6.2)
where piØ jq denotes the same terms but with i and j interchanged.
It is easy to check that, under Assumption 6.1, Theorem 2.15 follows from Proposition 6.2 by using the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact that
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσiq´1q „ ∆1prσai q2, 1 ď i ď r,
since g2cp´prσiq´1q „ 1, rσai „ 1 and g12cp´prσai q´1q „ ∆1prσai q2 by (4.17).
The rest of this section is devoted to proving Proposition 6.2. Our strategy is an extension of the one in
[8, Section 5]. But there is additional complication in our case, because we need to simultaneously handle
the outliers caused by the spikes of rB.
6.1 Non-overlapping condition
We first prove Proposition 6.2 under the following additional non-overlapping condition. We will remove it
later in Section 6.2.
Assumption 6.3. For some fixed small constant rτ ą 0, we assume that for all αpiq P S and βpµq P S,
δαpiqpSq ě r∆1prσai qs´1 n´1{2`rτ , and δβpµqpSq ě “∆2prσbµq‰´1 n´1{2`rτ .
Remark 6.4. This condition is actually a generalization of the second condition in (2.44). Note that for
1 ď i ď r`, using (4.13), (4.16) and (4.17), we have
δaαpiq,αpjq “ |rσaj ´ rσai | „ |θ1prσai q ´ θ1prσaj q|r∆1prσai qs2 , 1 ď j ď r`,
and
δaαpiq,βpνq “
ˇˇrσbν `m´11c pθ1prσai qqˇˇ „ ˇˇm1cpθ2prσbνqq ´m1cpθ1prσai qqˇˇ „ |θ1prσai q ´ θ2prσbνq|r∆1prσai qs2 .
Thus under Assumption 6.3, we have that for αpiq P S,
∆1prσai qn´1{2`rτ À
#
|θ1prσai q ´ θ1prσaj q|, if αpjq R S
|θ1prσai q ´ θ2prσbνq|, if βpνq R S .
With a similar arguments for βpµq P S, we conclude that the eigenvalues with indices in S do not overlap
with any other eigenvalues by (2.32) and (2.33).
The main estimate for outlier eigenvectors under the non-overlapping assumption is included in the
following proposition.
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Proposition 6.5. Suppose the assumptions in Proposition 6.2 hold. Then under Assumption 6.3, we have
that for all i, j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p,ˇˇˇˇ
xvai ,PS vaj y ´ δij1pαpiq P Sq
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσiq´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ă
1pαpiq P S, αpjq P Sq
n1{2
b
∆1prσai q∆1prσaj q
` 1
n
ˆ
1
δαpiqpSq
` 1pαpiq P Sq
∆1prσai q2
˙˜
1
δαpjqpSq
` 1pαpjq P Sq
∆1prσaj q2
¸
` 1pαpiq P S, αpjq R Sq∆1prσai q
n1{2δa
αpiq,αpjq
` piØ jq.
(6.3)
where δa is defined in (2.39).
Remark 6.6. Note that (6.3) is slightly stronger than (6.2) since we always have δαpjqpSq ď δaαpiq,αpjq for
αpiq P S and αpjq R S. This is necessary in order to remove the non-overlapping Assumption 6.3 later.
The rest of this subsection is devoted to proving Proposition 6.5. Suppose that Assumptions 6.1 and 6.3
hold. Let ω ă τ{2 and 0 ă ε ă mintτ, rτu{10 be small positive constants to be chosen later. By Theorem
4.9, Theorem 4.10, and Theorem 2.12, we can choose a high-probability event Ξ1 ” Ξ1pε, ω, τ, rτq in which
the following estimates hold.
(i) For all
z P Soutpς2, εq :“
!
E ` iη : λr ` n´2{3`ω ď E ď ω´1, η P r0, 1s
)
, (6.4)
we have the anisotropic local law
1pΞ1q‖U˚pGpzq ´ΠpzqqU‖ ď n´1{2`εpκ` ηq´1{4. (6.5)
(ii) For all 1 ď i ď r` and 1 ď µ´ p ď s`, we have
1pΞ1q
ˇˇˇrλαpiq ´ θ1prσai qˇˇˇ ď n´1{2`ε∆1prσai q, 1pΞ1q ˇˇˇrλβpµq ´ θ2prσbµqˇˇˇ ď n´1{2`ε∆2prσbµq. (6.6)
(iii) For any fixed integer ̟ ą r ` s and all r` ` s` ă i ď ̟, we have
1pΞ1q
”
|λ1 ´ λr| ` |rλi ´ λr|ı ď n´2{3`ε. (6.7)
As in the proof in Section 5, the randomness of X only comes into play to ensure that Ξ1 holds with high
probability. The rest of the proof is restricted to the event Ξ1 only, and will be entirely deterministic.
Given any 1 ď i ď r`, our first step is to give a contour integral representation of the generalized
components xvai ,PS vaj y using resolvents. We define the radius
ρai “ ci
“
δαpiqpSq ^ prσai `m´12c pλrqq‰ , αpiq P S, (6.8)
and
ρbµ “ cµ
“
δβpµqpSq ^ prσbµ `m´11c pλrqq‰ , βpµq P S, (6.9)
for some sufficiently small constants 0 ă ci, cµ ă 1. Define the contour Γ :“ BC as the boundary of the union
of open discs
C :“
ď
αpiqPS
Ci Y
ď
βpµqPS
Cµ, Ci :“ Bρa
i
`´prσai q´1˘ , Cµ :“ Bρbµ `m2cpθ2prσbµqq˘ , (6.10)
where Brpxq denotes an open disc of radius r around x. By choosing sufficiently small ci and cµ, we can
assume that C Ă D2pτ2, ςq in Lemma 4.5. In the following lemma, we shall show that: (i) g2cpCq is a subset
of the parameter set in (6.4) so that we can use the estimate (6.5); (ii) Bg2cpCq “ g2cpΓq only encloses the
outliers with indices in S.
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Lemma 6.7. Suppose that Assumptions 6.1 and 6.3 hold true. Then the set g2cpCq lies in the parameter set
Soutpς2, εq in (6.4) as long as the ci’s and cµ’s are sufficiently small. Moreover, we have trλauaPS Ă g2cpCq
and all the other eigenvalues lie in the complement of g2cpCq.
Proof. Our proof is similar to the one for [8, Lemma 5.4 and 5.5]. We first show that each g2cpCiq is a subset
of Soutpς2, εq. By (4.21), it is easy to see that |g2cpζq| ď ω´1 for all ζ P C as long as ω is sufficiently small.
For the lower bound on Re g2cpζq, we claim that for any constant rC ą 0 and sufficiently small constant
0 ă rc0 ă 1, there exists a constant rc1 ” rc1prc0, rCq such that
Re g2cpζq ě λr ` rc1pRe ζ ´m2cpλrqq2, (6.11)
for Re ζ ě m2cpλrq, |Imζ| ď rc0pRe ζ ´m2cpλrqq, and |ζ| ď rC. In fact, if 0 ď Re ζ ´m2cpλrq ď c0 for some
sufficiently small constant c0 ą 0, then (6.11) follows from (2.25) that
Re g2cpζq ´ λr „ Repζ ´m2cpλrqq2 „ pRe ζ ´m2cpλrqq2, for |Imζ| ď rc0pRe ζ ´m2cpλrqq.
On the other hand, if Re ζ ´m2cpλrq ě c0, then using (4.22) we get
Re g2cpζq ´ λr ě g2cpRe ζq ´ λr ´ C|ζ ´m2cpλrq| Im ζ ě c,
for some constants C ą 0 and c ” cpc0,rc0, rC,Cq ą 0 as long as rc0 is small enough. The claim (6.11) then
follows by first choosing a sufficiently small constant rc0 and then choosing an appropriate constant rc1.
Now as long as ci is sufficiently small, we conclude that g2cpCiq Ă Soutpς2, εq using (6.11),
Re ζ ´m2cpλrq ě
ˆ
1rσai p´m´12c pλrqq ´ ci
˙
prσai `m´12c pλrqq, Im ζ ď ci `rσai `m´12c pλrq˘ ,
and prσ´1i `m2cpλrqq Á n´1{3`τ . Similarly, for ζ P Cµ, using (4.23) and (4.13) we have
Re ζ ´m2cpλrq ě m2cpθ2prσbµqq ´m2cpλrq ´ cµprσbµ `m´11c pλrqq ě rc2prσbµ `m´11c pλrqq,
and
Im ζ ď rC2cµprσ´1i `m2cpλrqq
for some constants rc2, rC2 ą 0 that are independent of cµ. Then using (6.11) and (6.1), we obtain that
g2cpCµq Ă Soutpς2, εq as long as cµ is sufficiently small. This finishes the proof of the first statement.
Next, we prove the second statement. If suffices to show that:
(i) rλαpiq P g2cpCiq and rλβpµq P g2cpCµq for all αpiq P S and βpµq P S;
(ii) all the other eigenvalues rλj satisfies rλj R g2cpCiq and rλj R g2cpCµq for all αpiq P S and βpµq P S.
To prove (i), we notice that under Assumptions 6.1 and 6.3,
ρai ě r∆1prσai qs´1 n´1{2`2ε, ρbµ ě “∆2prσbµq‰´1 n´1{2`2ε,
where we recall that ε ă mintτ, rτu{10. Together with (4.17), we get thatˇˇ
g2c
`´prσai q´1 ˘ ρai ˘´ g2c `´prσai q´1˘ˇˇ Á ∆1prσai qn´1{2`2ε, αpiq P S,
and ˇˇ
g2c
`
m2cpθ2prσbµqq ˘ ρbµ˘´ θ2prσbµqˇˇ Á ∆2prσbµqn´1{2`2ε, βpµq P S.
Then we conclude (i) using (6.6). In order to prove (ii), we consider the two cases: (1) j P O`zS; (2) j R O`.
In case (1), the claim follows from Assumption 6.3, (6.6) and (4.17); see Remark 6.4. In case (2), the claim
follows from the first statement and (6.7). This concludes the proof.
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For the proof of Proposition 6.5, we shall use a contour integral representation of PS . As in (4.32) and
(4.33), we have the following spectral decompositions for rG:
rGij “ pÿ
k“1
rξkpiqrξ˚k pjqrλk ´ z , rGµν “
nÿ
k“1
rζkpµqrζ˚k pνqrλk ´ z ,
rGiµ “ z´1{2 p^nÿ
k“1
?
λk rξkpiqrζ˚k pµqrλk ´ z , rGµi “ z´1{2
p^nÿ
k“1
?
λk rζkpµqrξ˚k piqrλk ´ z .
(6.12)
By (6.12), Lemma 6.7 and Cauchy’s integral formula, we have
xvai ,PS vaj y “ ´
1
2πi
¿
g2cpΓq
xvi, rGpzqvjydz, (6.13)
where vi{j is the natural embedding of vai{j in C
I . We next provide a representation for xvi, rGpzqvjy for
1 ď i, j ď r. Using (5.2) and the Woodbury matrix identity in Lemma 4.1, we obtain that
U˚ rGpzqU “ U˚P´1 `H ´ z ` zp1´ P´2q˘´1 P´1U “ U˚P´1 `G´1pzq ` zUDU˚˘´1 P´1U
“ U˚P´1
„
Gpzq ´ zGpzqU 1
D´1 ` zU˚GpzqUU
˚Gpzq

P´1U
“ rD1{2 „U˚GpzqU´ zU˚GpzqU 1
D´1 ` zU˚GpzqUU
˚GpzqU
 rD1{2,
(6.14)
where rD :“ ˆp1`Daq´1 0
0 p1`Dbq´1
˙
.
With (6.13) and (6.14), we now finish the proof of Proposition 6.5.
Proof of Proposition 6.5. We denote Epzq “ zU˚pΠpzq ´GpzqqU. Then we can write
zU˚GpzqU “ zU˚ΠpzqU´ Epzq.
We now perform a resolvent expansion for the denominator in (6.14) as
1
D´1 ` zU˚GpzqU “
1
D´1 ` zU˚ΠpzqU `
1
D´1 ` zU˚ΠpzqUE
1
D´1 ` zU˚ΠpzqU
` 1
D´1 ` zU˚ΠpzqUE
1
D´1 ` zU˚GpzqUE
1
D´1 ` zU˚ΠpzqU .
(6.15)
Inserting it into (6.13) and using that Γ does not enclose any pole of G by (6.7), we obtain that
xvai ,PS vaj y “
b
p1` dai qp1` daj q
dai d
a
j
ps0 ` s1 ` s2q,
where s0, s1 and s2 are defined as
s0 “ δij
2πi
¿
g2cpΓq
1
pdai q´1 ` 1´ p1`m2cpzqσai q´1
dz
z
,
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s1 “ 1
2πi
¿
g2cpΓq
Eijpzq
ppdai q´1 ` 1´ p1 `m2cpzqσai q´1q
`pdaj q´1 ` 1´ p1`m2cpzqσaj q´1˘ dzz ,
s2 “ 1
2πi
¿
g2cpΓq
ˆ
1
D´1 ` zU˚ΠpzqUEpzq
1
D´1 ` zU˚GpzqUEpzq
1
D´1 ` zU˚ΠpzqU
˙
ij
dz
z
.
First of all, the zeroth order limit s0 can be calculated using Cauchy’s theorem asb
p1 ` dai qp1` daj q
dai d
a
j
s0 “ 1` d
a
i
dai
δij
2πi
¿
g2cpΓq
1`m2cpzqσai
1`m2cpzqrσai dzz
“ d
a
i ` 1
dai rσai δij2πi
¿
Γ
g12cpζq
g2cpζq
1` ζσai
ζ ` prσai q´1 dζ “ δij 1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσai q´1q .
(6.16)
For the first order error s1, we can further write it as
s1 “
dai d
a
jrσai rσaj 12πi
¿
Γ
hijpζq
pζ ` prσai q´1qpζ ` prσaj q´1qdζ, hijpζq :“ p1 ` ζσai qp1` ζσaj qEijpg2cpζqqg
1
2cpζq
g2cpζq . (6.17)
With (6.5), (4.21) and (4.22), we find that
|hijpζq| À n´1{2`ε|g2cpζq ´ λr|´1{4|ζ ´m2cpλrq| À |ζ ´m2cpλrq|1{2n´1{2`ε (6.18)
for ζ P Γ, where we used that pκ ` ηq|z“g2cpζq Á |g2cpζq ´ λr|. Moreover, hijpξq is holomorphic on tζ P C :
Re ζ ´m2cpλrq ě n´1{3`εu by (6.7). Hence using Cauchy’s differentiation formula, we obtain that
h1ijpζq “
1
2πi
¿
C
hijpξq
pξ ´ ζq2 dξ,
where C is the disc of radius |ζ ´m2cpλrq|{2 centered at ζ. Together with (6.18), we obtain that
|h1ijpζq| ď C|ζ ´m2cpλrq|´1{2n´1{2`ε. (6.19)
Next we consider three different cases. First suppose that αpiq P S and αpjq P S. If rσai ‰ rσaj , we have
s1 ď C
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇhijp´prσai q´1q ´ hijpp´prσaj q´1qqprσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď C|prσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1|
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż ´prσaj q´1
´prσa
i
q´1
|h1ijpζq|dζ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď Cn´1{2`εb∆1prσai q∆1prσaj q ,
(6.20)
where we used (6.19) in the last step. If rσai “ rσaj , then a simple application of the residue’s theorem gives
the same bound. Next we suppose that αpiq P S and αpjq R S. Then we get from (6.18) that
|s1| ď C |hijp´prσai q´1q||rσai ´ rσaj | ď C∆1prσ
a
i qn´1{2`ε
δa
αpiq,αpjq
. (6.21)
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We have a similar estimate if αpiq R S and αpjq P S. Finally, if αpiq R S and αpjq R S, we have s1 “ 0 by
Cauchy’s residue theorem.
It remains to estimate the second order error s2. We decompose the contour into
Γ “
ď
αpiqPS
Γi Y
ď
βpµqPS
Γµ, Γi :“ ΓX BCi, Γµ :“ ΓX BCµ. (6.22)
We have the following basic estimates on each of these components.
Lemma 6.8. For any αpiq P S, 1 ď j ď r, 1 ď ν ´ p ď s and ζ P BCi, we have
|ζ ` prσaj q´1| „ ρai ` δaαpiq,αpjq, (6.23)
and ˇˇ
m1cpg2cpζqq ` prσbνq´1 ˇˇ „ ρai ` δaαpiq,βpνq. (6.24)
For any βpµq P S, 1 ď j ď r, 1 ď µ´ p ď s and ζ P BCµ, we have
|ζ ` prσaj q´1| „ ρbµ ` δbβpµq,αpjq, (6.25)
and ˇˇ
m1cpg2cpζqq ` prσbνq´1 ˇˇ „ ρbµ ` δbβpµq,βpνq. (6.26)
Proof. The proof is similar to but a little more complicated than the one for [8, Lemma 5.6]. The upper
bound in (6.23) follows from the triangle inequality:
|ζ ` prσaj q´1| ď ρai ` |prσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1| À ρai ` δaαpiq,αpjq.
We only needs to prove a lower bound. For αpjq R S, by Assumptions 6.1 and 6.3, we trivially have
|prσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1| ě 2ρai , from which we obtain that
|ζ ` prσakq´1| ě |prσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1| ´ ρai Á ρai ` |prσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1|.
Next we consider the case αpjq P S. Define δ :“ |prσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1| ´ ρaj ´ ρai . First suppose that
C0δ ą |prσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1| for some constant C0 ą 1. It then follows that ρai ` ρaj ď C0´1C0 |prσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1|.
As a consequence, we obtain that
|ζ ` prσaj q´1| ě ˇˇprσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1 ˇˇ´ ρai ě 1C0 |prσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1| Á ρai ` δaαpiq,αpjq.
Suppose now that C0δ ď |prσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1|. Then we have
|prσai q´1 ´ prσaj q´1| ď C0C0 ´ 1 pρai ` ρaj q.
We claim that for large enough constant C0 ą 0, there exists a constant rCpci, cj, C0q ą 0 such that
rC´1ρai ď ρaj ď rCρai . (6.27)
If (6.27) holds, then we have
|ζ ` prσaj q´1| ě ρaj Á ρai ` ρaj Á ρai ` δaαpiq,αpjq.
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This concludes (6.23).
It remains to prove (6.27). Recall the definitions of ρai in (6.8). We consider the following three cases.
(i) If ρai “ ciδaαpiq,αpkq for some k such that αpkq R S, then we have
ρaj
cj
ď δaαpjq,αpkq ď δaαpiq,αpkq ` |rσai ´ rσaj | ď ρaici ` C0rσ
a
i rσaj
C0 ´ 1 pρ
a
i ` ρaj q. (6.28)
Thus as long as cj and C0 is chosen such that c
´1
j ă
C0rσai rσaj
C0´1 , we can obtain the upper bound in (6.27). (ii)
If ρai “ ciprσai `m´12c pλrqq, the proof is the same as for case (i). (iii) If ρai “ ciδaαpiq,βpνq for some ν such that
βpνq R S, then there exists a constant C ą 0 independent of ci, cj , C0 such that
ρaj
cj
ď ˇˇm´11c pθ1prσai qq ´m´11c pθ1prσaj qqˇˇ` δaαpiq,βpνq ď ρaici ` C|rσai ´ rσaj | ď ρ
a
i
ci
` CC0rσai rσaj
C0 ´ 1 pρ
a
i ` ρaj q,
where in the second step we used (4.28). Again we obtain the upper bound in (6.27) by choosing appropriate
cj and C0. Finally, the lower bound in (6.27) follows immediately by switching the roles of i and j.
The proof for (6.24), (6.25) and (6.26) is similar; the only difference is that we need to use the approximate
isometry properties in (4.27) and (4.28).
Now we finish the estimate of s2. First with (6.5), (4.21) and (4.22), we can estimate that
|s2| ď C
¿
Γ
n´1`2ε
|ζ ` prσai q´1||ζ ` prσaj q´1| |g
1
2cpζq|
|ζ ´m2cpλrq|
›››`D´1 ` g2cpζqU˚Gpg2cpζqqUq´1˘´1››› |dζ|
ď C
¿
Γ
n´1`2ε
|ζ ` prσai q´1||ζ ` prσaj q´1| 1dpζq ´ ‖Epg2cpζqq‖ |dζ|,
(6.29)
where
dpζq :“
ˆ
min
1ďjďr
ˇˇpdaj q´1 ` 1´ p1` ζσaj q´1 ˇˇ˙^ ˆ min
1ďµ´pďs
ˇˇpdbµq´1 ` 1´ p1`m1cpg2cpζqqσbµq´1 ˇˇ˙ ,
and we can bound ‖Epg2cpζqq‖ using (6.5), (4.21) and the Hilbert-Schmidt norm as
‖Epg2cpζqq‖ ď C
?
rs pζ ´m2cpλrqq´1{2 n´1{2`ε. (6.30)
For dpζq, we have
daj ` 1
daj
´ 1
1` ζσaj
“ 1` rσaj ζ
dajσ
a
j
`
ζ ` pσaj q´1
˘ , 1 ď j ď r, (6.31)
and
dbµ ` 1
dbµ
´ 1
1`m1cpg2cpζqqσbµ
“ 1` rσbµm1cpg2cpζqq
dbµσ
b
µ
`
m1cpg2cpζqq ` pσbµq´1
˘ , 1 ď µ´ p ď s. (6.32)
Note that we have |ζ ` pσaj q´1| „ 1 and |m1cpg2cpζqq ` pσbµq´1| „ 1 by (4.12). On the other hand, we can
use Lemma 6.8 to bound the numerators from below. Thus we obtain that
‖Epg2cpζqq‖ !
`rσai `m´12c pλrq˘´1{2 n´1{2`rτ À
#
ρai À dpζq, for ζ P Γi
ρbµ À dpζq, for ζ P Γµ
,
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where we used Assumption 6.3 and (6.30). Thus we have
1
dpζq ´ ‖Epg2cpζqq‖ À
#
pρai q´1, for ζ P Γi
pρbµq´1, for ζ P Γµ
. (6.33)
Decomposing the integral contour in (6.29) as in (6.22), using (6.33) and Lemma 6.8, and recalling that the
length of Γi (or Γµ) is at most 2πρ
a
i (or 2πρ
b
µ), we get that
|s2| ď C
ÿ
αpkqPS
n´1`2ε
pρak ` δaαpkq,αpiqqpρak ` δaαpkq,αpjqq
` C
ÿ
βpµqPS
n´1`2ε
pρbµ ` δbβpµq,αpiqqpρbµ ` δbβpµq,αpjqq
. (6.34)
Finally, we estimate the RHS of (6.34) using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. For αpiq R S, we have
ÿ
αpkqPS
1
pρak ` δaαpkq,αpiqq2
`
ÿ
βpµqPS
1
pρbµ ` δbβpµq,αpiqq2
ď
ÿ
αpkqPS
1
pδa
αpkq,αpiqq2
`
ÿ
βpµqPS
1
pδb
βpµq,αpiqq2
ď C
δαpiqpSq2
.
For αpiq P S, we have ρak ` δaαpkq,αpiq Á ρai for αpkq P S, and ρbµ ` δbβpµq,αpiq Á ρai for βpµq P S (which follow
from arguments that are similar to the first two inequalities in (6.28)). Then we have for some constant
C ą 0 ÿ
αpkqPS
1
pρak ` δaαpkq,αpiqq2
`
ÿ
βpµqPS
1
pρbµ ` δbβpµq,αpiqq2
ď Cpρai q2
ď C
δαpiqpSq2
` C
∆1prσai q4 .
Plugging the above two estimates into (6.34), we get that
|s3| ď Cn´1`2ε
ˆ
1
δαpiqpSq
` 1pαpiq P Sq
∆1prσai q2
˙˜
1
δαpjqpSq
` 1pαpjq P Sq
∆1prσaj q2
¸
. (6.35)
Combining (6.16), (6.20), (6.21) and (6.35), we obtain (6.3) for 1 ď i, j ď r since ε can be arbitrarily small.
We can easily extend the above arguments to the general case. For any i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pu, we define
R :“ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ru Y ti, ju. Then we define a perturbed model with (recall (2.11))
pA “ A´1` pV ao pDappV ao q˚¯, pDa “ diagpdakqkPR, V ao “ pvakqkPR,
where
dak :“
#
dak, if 1 ď k ď rrε, if k P R and k ą r .
Then all the previous proof goes through for the perturbed model as long as we replace the U and D in
(6.14) with
pU “ ˆpV ao 0
0 V bo
˙
, pD “ ˆ pDap pDa ` 1q´1 0
0 DbpDb ` 1q´1
˙
. (6.36)
Note that in the proof, only the upper bound on the dak’s were used. Moreover, the proof does not depend
on the fact that rσai or rσaj satisfy (2.26) (we only need the indices in S to satisfy Assumptions 6.1 and 6.3).
Finally, taking rε Ó 0 and using continuity, we get (6.3) for general i, j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , pu.
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6.2 Removing the non-overlapping condition
In this subsection, we prove Proposition 6.2 by removing the non-overlapping Assumption 6.3 in Proposition
6.5. In fact once we have Proposition 6.5, the proof of Proposition 6.2 is relatively more standard and is
almost the same the one in [8, Section 5.2]. Hence we will refrain from writing down all the details.
Proof of Proposition 6.2. Recall the constants τ in Assumption 6.1 and rτ in Assumption 6.3. Let rτ ă τ{4.
We define the index set (recall (5.8))
O`
τ{2 :“
!
αpiq : i P Opaq
τ{2
)
Y
!
βpµq : µ P Opbq
τ{2
)
.
For simplicity, we denote
δa,¨ :“
#
δa
a,¨, if a “ αpiq
δb
a,¨, if a “ βpµq
for any a P O`. We say that a ‰ b P O`
τ{2 overlap if
δa,b ^ δb,a ď
#
r∆1prσai qs´1 n´1{2`rτ , if a “ αpiq“
∆2prσbµq‰´1 n´1{2`rτ , if a “ βpµq , or δa,b ^ δb,a ď
#“
∆1prσaj q‰´1 n´1{2`rτ , if b “ αpjq“
∆2prσbνq‰´1 n´1{2`rτ , if b “ βpνq .
Definition 6.9. For S satisfying Assumption 6.1, we define sets L1pSq Ă S Ă L2pSq such that L1pSq is the
largest subset of S that do not overlap with its complement, and L2pSq is the smallest subset of O`τ{2 that do
not overlap with its complement.
It is easy to see that L1pSq and L2pSq exist and are unique. For an illustration of these two sets, we refer
the reader to Fig. 4 of [8]. The main reason for defining these two sets is that Proposition 6.5 now holds for
pτ{2, L1pSqq or pτ{2, L2pSqq.
Now we are ready to prove (6.2). As discussed at the end of Section 6.1, without loss of generality, we
can assume that 1 ď i, j ď r. There are four cases to consider.
Case (a): αpiq “ αpjq R S. If αpiq R L2pSq, then using r ` s “ Op1q we see that δαpiqpSq „ δαpiqpL2pSqq.
Then Proposition 6.5 gives that
xvai ,PS vai y ď xvai ,PL2pSq vai y ă
1
nδαpiqpL2pSqq2
ď C
nδαpiqpSq2
. (6.37)
If αpiq P L2pSq, an easy argument gives that
δαpiqpSq ď C r∆1prσai qs´1 n´1{2`rτ ď CδαpiqpL2pSqq. (6.38)
Then Proposition 6.5 gives that
xvai ,PS vai y ď xvai ,PL2pSq vai y ă
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσiq´1q ` 1n1{2∆1prσai q ` 1nδαpiqpL2pSqq2
ď C∆1prσai q2 ď Cn2rτnδαpiqpSq2 , for αpiq R S,
(6.39)
where we also used (4.17) in the third step.
Case (b): αpiq “ αpjq P S. We first consider the case αpiq P L1pSq. We can write
xvai ,PS vai y “ xvai ,PL1pSq vai y ` xvai ,PSzL1pSq vai y. (6.40)
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Using Proposition 6.5 and the fact that δαpiqpSq „ δαpiqpL1pSqq, we can calculate the first term asˇˇˇˇ
xvai ,PL1pSq vai y ´
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσiq´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ă
1
n1{2∆1prσai q ` 1n
ˆ
1
δαpiqpSq2
` 1
∆1prσai q4
˙
. (6.41)
For the second term in (6.40), it suffices to assume that SzL1pSq ‰ H (otherwise it is equal to zero). Then
we observe that δαpiqpSq „ δαpiqpSzL1pSqq. Applying (6.37) with S replaced by SzL1pSq, we obtain that
xvai ,PSzL1pSq vai y ă
1
nδαpiqpSq2
. (6.42)
Next, for the case αpiq R L1pSq, it is easy to show that (6.38) holds, and as in (6.39), we getˇˇˇˇ
xvai ,PS vai y ´
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσiq´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ď xvai ,PL2pSq vai y `
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσiq´1q ă n
2rτ
nδαpiqpSq2
. (6.43)
Combining (6.37), (6.39) and (6.41)-(6.43), we conclude thatˇˇˇˇ
xvai ,PS vai y ´ 1pαpiq P Sq
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσiq´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ă
1pαpiq P Sq
n1{2∆1prσai q ` n
2rτ
n
ˆ
1
δαpiqpSq
` 1pαpiq P Sq
∆1prσai q2
˙2
. (6.44)
This concludes (6.2) for the i “ j case since rτ can be chosen arbitrarily small.
Case (c): i ‰ j and αpiq R S or αpjq R S. Using (6.44) and the basic estimateˇˇxvai ,PS vaj yˇˇ2 ď xvai ,PS vai yxvaj ,PS vaj y, (6.45)
we find that in this case, (6.2) holds with an additional n2rτ factor multiplying the RHS.
Case (d): i ‰ j and αpiq, αpjq P S. Our goal is to prove that
ˇˇxvai ,PS vaj yˇˇ ă n2rτ
n1{2
b
∆1prσai q∆1prσaj q `
n2rτ
n
ˆ
1
δαpiqpSq
` 1
∆1prσai q2
˙˜
1
δαpjqpSq
` 1
∆1prσaj q2
¸
. (6.46)
We again split PS into
xvai ,PS vaj y “ xvai ,PL1pSq vaj y ` xvai ,PSzL1pSq vaj y. (6.47)
There are four cases: (i) αpiq, αpjq P L1pSq; (ii) αpiq P L1pSq and αpjq R L1pSq; (iii) αpiq R L1pSq and
αpjq P L1pSq; (iv) αpiq, αpjq R L1pSq. In case (i), we can bound the first term in (6.47) using Proposition
6.5 and the estimates that δαpiqpSq „ δαpiqpL1pSqq and δαpjqpSq „ δαpjqpL1pSqq. The second term in (6.47)
can be bounded as in case (c) above (with S replaced by SzL1pSq) together with the estimates δαpiqpSq ď
CδαpiqpSzL1pSqq and δαpjqpSq ď CδαpjqpSzL1pSqq.
In case (ii), we have
δαpiqpSq „ δαpiqpL1pSqq, δαpiqpSq ď Cδaαpiq,αpjq, δαpjqpSq ď C
“
∆1prσaj q‰´1 n´1{2`rτ ď CδαpjqpL1pSqq.
Then with Proposition 6.5, we can bound the first term in (6.47) asˇˇxvai ,PL1pSq vaj yˇˇ ă 1nδαpiqpL1pSqqδαpjqpL1pSqq ` 1nδαpjqpL1pSqq∆1prσai q2 ` ∆1prσ
a
i q
n1{2δa
αpiq,αpjq
ď 1
nδαpiqpSqδαpjqpSq
` 1
nδαpjqpSq∆1prσai q2 ` ∆1prσ
a
i q
n1{2δa
αpiq,αpjq
,
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where the last term can be bounded as
∆1prσai q
n1{2δa
αpiq,αpjq
ă
1
n1{2
b
∆1prσai q∆1prσaj q `
nrτ
nδαpiqpSqδαpjqpSq
.
For its proof, we refer the reader to (5.38)-(5.40) in [8]. The second term in (6.47) can be bounded as in
case (c) above (with S replaced by SzL1pSq) together with the estimates
δαpiqpSq „ δαpiqpSzL1pSqq, δαpiqpSq ď Cδaαpiq,αpjq, δαpjqpSq ď CδαpjqpSzL1pSqq ď C
“
∆1prσaj q‰´1 n´1{2`rτ .
In this case, we get that
ˇˇxvai ,PSzL1pSq vaj yˇˇ ă n2rτnδαpiqpSqδαpjqpSq ` n
2rτ
nδαpiqpSq∆1prσaj q2 ` n
2rτ∆1prσai q
n1{2δa
αpiq,αpjq
ď n
2rτ
nδαpiqpSqδαpjqpSq
` n
2rτ
nδαpiqpSq∆1prσaj q2 ` Cn
3rτ
nδαpiqpSqδαpjqpSq
.
Combining the above estimates, we prove (6.46) for case (ii). The case (iii) can be handled in the same way
by interchanging i and j.
Finally, we deal with case (iv). For the first term in (6.47), we use Proposition 6.5 and the estimates
δαpiqpSq ď CδαpiqpL1pSqq, δαpjqpSq ď CδαpjqpL1pSqq,
to get that
ˇˇxvai ,PL1pSq vaj yˇˇ ă 1nδαpiqpSqδαpjqpSq .
For the second term in (6.47), we use the estimate
δαpiqpSq ď CδαpiqpSzL1pSqq ď C r∆1prσai qs´1 n´1{2`rτ
and case (b) to get that
xvai ,PSzL1psq vai y ă ∆1prσai q2 ` 1n1{2∆1prσai q ` n
2rτ
nδαpiqpSzL1pSqq2
` 1
n∆1prσai q4 ď Cn
2rτ
nδαpiqpSq2
.
A similar estimate holds for xvaj ,PSzL1psq vaj y. Then we conclude that
ˇˇxvai ,PS vaj yˇˇ ď xvai ,PS vai y1{2xvaj ,PS vaj y1{2 ă n2rτnδαpiqpSqδαpjqpSq .
This proves (6.46) for case (iv), and hence concludes the proof for case (d).
Combining cases (c) and (d), we conclude (6.2) for the i ‰ j case since rτ can be chosen arbitrarily small.
This finishes the proof of Proposition 6.2 together with (6.44).
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7 Non-outlier eigenvectors
In this section, we first prove Theorem 2.19, which will then be used to complete the proof of Theorem 2.15.
In other words, we will remove Assumption 6.1 in Proposition 6.2.
Our first goal of this section is to prove the following proposition, from which Theorem 2.19 follows.
Proposition 7.1. Fix a constant rτ P p0, 1{3q. For αpiq R O` and i ď τp, where τ ą 0 is given in Theorem
2.19, we have
|xvaj , rξαpiqy|2 ă n´1 ` ηlpγiq?κγi|rσaj `m´12c pλrq|2 ` κγi , (7.1)
where we recall the definitions (4.8) and (4.44). Moreover, if αpiq P O` satisfies
rσai `m´1c pλrq ď n´1{3`rτ , (7.2)
then we have
|xvaj , rξαpiqy|2 ă n4rτ
˜
n´1 ` ηlpγiq?κγi
|rσaj `m´12c pλrq|2 ` κγi
¸
. (7.3)
Proof. By Theorem 2.12, Theorem 2.13, Theorem 4.7, Theorem 4.9, Theorem 4.10 and Lemma 4.11, for
any fixed ε ą 0, we can choose a high-probability event Ξ2 in which (5.5)-(5.7), (5.24)-(5.25), (6.6) and the
following estimate hold:
1pΞ2q|rλi ´ γi| ď C ´i´1{3n´2{3`ε{2 ` nε{2ηlpγiq¯ , for αpiq R O` and i ď τp. (7.4)
In fact, (7.4) follows from (5.24) and (5.25) combined with the interlacing, Lemma 4.2.
Now we fix an αpiq R O` or αpiq P O` satisfying (7.2), and some 1 ď j ď τp. As discussed at the end
of Section 6.1, we may define R :“ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ru Y tju and can assume without loss of generality that rσaj also
has a nonzero perturbation daj (even though it may not cause any outlier). For simplicity, we still use the
unperturbed notations and denote pA as A.
We choose a specific spectral parameter as zi “ rλi ` iηi. Here ηi :“ pηi _ nεηlpγiq, where pηi is defined as
the solution of
Imm2cprλi ` ipηiq “ n´1`6εpη´1i . (7.5)
In fact, the solution exists and is unique since η Immcprλi` iηq is a strictly monotonically increasing function
of η. With (4.10), it is easy to check that
pηi „
$’&’’%
n6ε
n
?
κrλi ` n2{3`2ε , if
rλi ď λr ` n´2{3`4ε
n´1{2`3εκ1{4rλi , if rλi ě λr ` n´2{3`4ε
. (7.6)
Moreover, with (4.44) and (7.4), we obtain that
κrλi À κγi ` i´1{3n´2{3`ε{2 ` n´3{4`ε{2 ` n´1{2`ε{2?κγi À nε{2κγi . (7.7)
and
ηlprλiq À n´3{4 ` n´1{2 ´κγi ` i´1{3n´2{3`ε{2 ` n´3{4`ε{2 ` n´1{2`ε{2?κγi¯1{2 À ηlpγiq.
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In particular, together with (7.4) and (6.6), we see that zi P rSpς1, ς2, εq and (5.5) can be applied at zi. We
consider two cases: (i) pηi ě nεηlpγiq, and (ii) pηi ă nεηlpγiq. In case (i), (5.5) gives that
‖U˚pGpziq ´ΠpziqqU‖ ď nε{2Ψprλi ` ipηiq ď n4ε
npηi “ n´2ε Imm2cpziq. (7.8)
In case (ii), with (7.6) and (7.7) we can readily check that rλi ď λr and κγi " n´1{2`4ε, which further imply
that
κrλi “ κγip1` op1qq, nεηlpγiq ! κγi , n
2ε
nηlpγiq !
?
κγi . (7.9)
Together with (4.10), we get that
‖U˚pGpziq ´ΠpziqqU‖ ď nε{2Ψprλi ` inεηlpγiqq
À
d ?
κγi
nηlpγiq `
1
n1`ε{2ηlpγiq ď n
´ε?κγi À n´ε Imm2cpziq.
(7.10)
After these preparations, we are ready to give the proof. As in (4.62), with the spectral decomposition
(6.12), we have the following bound ˇˇˇ
xvaj , rξiyˇˇˇ2 ď ηi Imxvaj , rGpziqvaj y, (7.11)
Applying (4.1) to (6.14), we obtain another identity
U˚ rGpzqU “ z´1 rD1{2 ˆD´1 ´D´1 1
D´1 ` zU˚GpzqUD
´1
˙ rD1{2. (7.12)
In particular, we have
zxvaj , rGpzqvaj y “ 1daj ´ 1` d
a
j
pdaj q2
ˆ
1
D´1 ` zU˚GpzqU
˙
jj
“ 1
daj
´ 1` d
a
j
pdaj q2
«
Φjpzq ` Φ2jpzq
ˆ
Epzq ` Epzq 1
D´1 ` zU˚GpzqUEpzq
˙
jj
ff
, (7.13)
where we used the resolvent expansion in (6.15) and abbreviated
Φjpzq :“ 1pdaj q´1 ` 1´ p1`m2cpzqσaj q´1
.
By (7.8) and (7.10), we have that
min
j
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇpdaj q´1 ` 1´ 11`m2cpziqσaj
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ Á Imm2cpziq " }Epziq}.
Thus as in (6.33), we conclude that›››› 1D´1 ` zU˚GpziqU
›››› ď CIm m2cpziq ! }Epziq}´1.
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Inserting it into (7.13) and using (6.31), we obtain that
zxvaj , rGpziqvaj y “ ´p1`m2cpziqrσaj q´1 `O
˜
}Epziq}
|1`m2cpziqrσaj |2
¸
. (7.14)
The next lemma provides a lower bound for p1`m2cpzqrσaj q´1. Its proof is the same as the one for (6.10)
in [8], where the only input is Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 7.2. For any fixed δ P r0, 1{3´ εq, there exists a constant c ą 0 such that
|1`m2cpziqrσaj | ě c “n´2δ|rσaj `m´12c pλrq| ` Imm2cpziq‰
holds whenever rλi P r0, θ1p´m´12c pλrq ` n´1{3`δ`εqs.
Now we fix the δ in Lemma 7.2. By (7.11) and (7.14), we have thatˇˇˇ
xvaj , rξiyˇˇˇ2 ď ´ηi Im “z´1i p1 `m2cpziqrσaj q´1‰` C|1`m2cpziqrσaj |´2}Epziq}
“ ´ η
2
i
|zi|2 Re
`
1`m2cpziqrσaj ˘´1 ´ ηirλi|zi|2 Im `1`m2cpziqrσaj ˘´1 ` Cηi}Epziq}|1`m2cpziqrσaj |2 .
(7.15)
We next estimate the terms in (7.15) one by one. First, |zi| „ 1 by (7.4) and hence we have
´ η
2
i
|zi|2 Re
`
1`m2cpziqrσaj ˘´1 ď Cη2i|1`m2cpziqrσaj | ď Cη
2
i
Imm2cpziq , (7.16)
where we used Lemma 7.2 in the second step. If pηi ě nεηlpγiq, then with (7.5) we get
(7.16) ď Cη3i n1´6ε ď Cn´1`6ε`3δ,
where we used that pηi ď n´2{3`4ε`δ, as follows from (7.6), (7.4) and (6.6). If pηi ă nεηlpγiq, by (4.10) and
(7.9) we get
(7.16) ď Cη
2
i?
κγi
ď nεηlpγiq?κγi .
Similarly, for the second item of (7.15), we have
´ ηi
rλi
|zi|2 Im
`
1`m2cpziqrσaj ˘´1 ď Cηi Imm2cpziq|1`m2cpziqrσaj |2 ď
$’’’&’’’%
Cn6ε
n|1`m2cpziqrσaj |2 , if pηi ě nεηlpγiq
Cnεηlpγiq?κγi
|1`m2cpziqrσaj |2 , if pηi ă nεηlpγiq
.
Finally, the third term of (7.15) can be estimated using (7.8) and (7.10) by
Cηi}Epziq}
|1`m2cpziqrσaj |2 ď
$’’’&’’’%
Cn4ε
n|1`m2cpziqrσaj |2 , if pηi ě nεηlpγiq
Cηlpγiq?κγi
|1`m2cpziqrσaj |2 , if pηi ă nεηlpγiq
.
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Combining all the above estimates, we conclude that
|xvaj , rξiy|2 ď Cn´1`6ε`3δ ` Cn´1`6ε ` Cnεηlpγiq?κγi|1`m2cpzqrσaj |2 . (7.17)
We still need to estimate the denominator of (7.17) from below using Lemma 7.2, which requires a lower
bound on Imm2cpziq. For αpiq R O`, with (4.10), (7.4) and (7.6) we find that Imm2cpziq Á ?κγi . Together
with (7.17), this concludes the proof of (7.1) by choosing δ “ 0 in Lemma 7.2, since ε can be arbitrarily
small. On the other hand, when αpiq P O` such that (7.2) holds, with (6.6) and (7.6) we can verify that
rλi ď θ1p´m´12c pλrq ` n´1{3`rτ`εq,
and
Imm2cpziq ě n´1{3`2ε´rτ .
We can therefore conclude the proof of (7.3) with (7.17) by letting δ “ rτ in Lemma 7.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.19. The esimate (2.46) is an easy corollary of (7.1) using (4.44). If we have (a) (2.37)
holds, or (b) either A or B is diagonal, then we can remove the ηi term and prove the stronger estimate
(2.47) by using the stronger versions of Theorem 2.13, Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 4.9.
Finally, we can prove Theorem 2.15 without the Assumption 6.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.15. As remarked below Proposition 6.2, it suffices to proved that (6.2) holds for S Ă O`,
where for all αpiq P S and βpµq P S,
rσai `m´12c pλrq ě n´1{3, rσbµ `m´11c pλrq ě n´1{3. (7.18)
Then Theorem 2.15 immediately follows by using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality.
Fix a constant ε ą 0. Note that it is easy to check by contradiction that there exists some x0 P r1, r` ss
satisfying the following gap property: for all k such that rσak ą ´m´12c pλrq ` x0n´1{3`ε, we have rσak ą
´m´12c pλrq ` px0 ` 1qn´1{3`ε. Following the idea in [8, Section 6.2], for such x0, we split S “ S0 Y S1 such
that rσak ď ´m´12c pλrq`x0n´1{3`ε for αpkq P S0, and rσak ą ´m´12c pλrq`px0`1qn´1{3`ε for αpkq P S1. Without
loss of generality, we assume that S0 ‰ H, since otherwise the claim already follows from Proposition 6.2.
There are totally six cases: (a) αpiq, αpjq P S0; (b) αpiq P S0 and αpjq P S1; (c) αpiq P S0 and αpjq R S;
(d) αpiq, αpjq P S1; (e) αpiq P S1 and αpjq R S; (f) αpiq, αpjq R S.
Case (a): αpiq, αpjq P S0. We have the splitting
xvai ,PS vaj y “ xvai ,PS0 vaj y ` xvai ,PS1 vaj y. (7.19)
Applying (6.45) and (7.3) to the first term, and Proposition 6.2 to the second term, we get thatˇˇˇˇ
xvai ,PS vaj y ´ δij
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσiq´1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ă δij∆1prσai q2 ` n4εn∆1prσai q2∆1prσaj q2 ` 1nδαpiqpS1qδαpjqpS1q “ O
˜
n4ε
n∆1prσai q2∆1prσaj q2
¸
,
where we used that ηlpγkq?κγk À n´1 for k ď n1{4 in the first step, and ∆1prσai{jq2 À n´1{3`ε À δαpi{jqpS1q
in the second step.
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Case (b): αpiq P S0 and αpjq P S1. First suppose that Assumption 6.3 holds for some constant 0 ă rτ ă ε.
Applying Cauchy-Schwarz and Proposition 7.1 to the first term in (7.19), and applying (6.3) to the second
term in (7.19), we get that
|xvai ,PS vaj y| ă
n4ε
n∆1prσai q2∆1prσaj q2 ` 1nδαpiqpS1q
˜
1
δαpjqpS1q
` 1
∆1prσaj q2
¸
` ∆1prσaj q
n1{2δa
αpiq,αpjq
À n4ε
«
1
n1{2∆1prσai q∆1prσaj q ` 1n∆1prσai q2
˜
1
δαpjqpSq
` 1
∆1prσaj q2
¸ff
where we used δαpiqpS1q Á ∆1prσai q2, δαpjqpS1q Á |rσaj ` m´12c pλrq| ^ δαpjqpSq, and δaαpiq,αpjq Á ∆1prσaj q2 Á
∆1prσai q2. This concludes the proof of case (b) if the non-overlapping Assumption 6.3 holds. Otherwise, the
argument is similar to the one in Section 6.2 by using the set L1pS1q, and we ignore the details.
Cases (c), (e) and (f): We use the splitting (7.19), where we will apply (6.45) and Proposition 7.1 to the
first term, and Proposition 6.2 to the second term. Note that in all cases, we have δαpjqpSq ď δαpjqpS1q and
δαpjqpSq À nε|rσaj `m´12c pλrq|. In case (c) with αpiq P S0 and αpjq R S, we obtain that
|xvai ,PS vaj y| ă
n4ε
n∆1prσai q2∆1prσaj q2 ` 1nδαpiqpS1qδαpjqpS1q À n
5ε
n∆1prσai q2δαpjqpSq ,
where we used δαpiqpS1q Á |rσai `m´12c pλrq| in the second step. In case (e) with αpiq P S1 and αpjq R S, we
have
|xvai ,PS vaj y| ă
n4ε
n∆1prσai q2∆1prσaj q2 ` 1n
ˆ
1
δαpiqpS1q
` 1
∆1prσai q2
˙
1
δαpjqpS1q
` ∆1prσai q
n1{2δαpjqpS1q
À n
5ε
n
ˆ
1
δαpiqpSq
` 1
∆1prσai q2
˙
1
δαpjqpSq
` ∆1prσai q
n1{2δαpjqpSq
,
where we used δαpiqpS1q Á |rσaj `m´12c pλrq| ^ δαpiqpSq in the second step. In case (f) with αpiq, αpjq R S, we
obtain that
|xvai ,PS vaj y| ă
n4ε
n∆1prσai q2∆1prσaj q2 ` 1nδαpiqpS1qδαpjqpS1q À n
6ε
nδαpiqpSqδαpjqpSq
,
where we used δαpi{jqpSq ď δαpi{jqpS1q and δαpi{jqpSq À nε|rσai{j `m´12c pλrq| in the second step.
Case (d): αpiq, αpjq P S1. Again using (7.19), Proposition 7.1 and Proposition 6.2, we get thatˇˇˇˇ
xvai ,PS vaj y ´ δij
1rσai g
1
2cp´prσai q´1q
g2cp´prσiq´1q y
ˇˇˇˇ
ă
n4ε
n∆1prσai q2∆1prσaj q2 ` 1n1{2b∆1prσai q∆1prσaj q `
1
n
ˆ
1
δαpiqpS1q
` 1
∆1prσai q2
˙˜
1
δαpjqpS1q
` 1
∆1prσaj q2
¸
ă
1
n1{2
b
∆1prσai q∆1prσaj q `
n4ε
n
ˆ
1
δαpiqpSq
` 1
∆1prσai q2
˙˜
1
δαpjqpSq
` 1
∆1prσaj q2
¸
.
where we used δαpi{jqpS1q Á |rσai{j `m´12c pλrq| ^ δαpi{jqpSq in the second step.
Combining all the above six cases, we conclude that even without the Assumption 6.1, the estimate (6.2)
still holds with an additional factor n6ε multiplying with the RHS. Since ε can be arbitrarily small, we
conclude the proof.
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